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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Six Pages

New Series No. 679

COMPLICIT COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEER

DARK FIRED QUOTA'
VOTED BY LARGE
MAJORITY NOV. 23
County Supports AAA In
Its Plea to Cut Acreage
As Markets Close
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WHAT ARE WE DOING
TO FIGHT TUBERCULOSIS
On Monday, December 2, the annual sale of Christmas
seals will begin in Murray and Calloway county. Sponsored
each year by the Murray Woman's Club, the proceeds from
the sale will go toward the fight against tuberculosis in Calloway county and Kentucky. The seals are sold by children
from the Murray High School, the Training School and Douglas
High School. When eager hands knock at your door and ask
you to buy Christmas seals, give at least a few pennies to help
this worthy cause.
At the present time there are 90 definitely diagnosed cases
of tuberculosis in Calloway county and 73 suspect cases. Fortyseven of these cases are being visited regularly by the County
Health Department. In 1939, fifteen deaths occurred from the
disease in Calloway county and up to the present time 13 deaths
have been reported in 1940.
What will you do to save your children from this disease?
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RED CROSS QUOTA IS LAGGING;
DRIVE TO END SATURDAY
Murray and Calloway county are falling behind in their
quota in the annual Red Cross drive. Workers are attempting
to contact every family, but if they have missed you, your
contribution may be left with Frank Albert Stubblefield at
Dale & Stubblefield's; A. B. Austin at Corn-Austin's; George
Hart at the Bank of Murray; or W. Z. Carter at the post office.
The Red Cress has never failed to answer a disaster call.
In times of flood, fire, earthquake, war. the Red Cross is always
first on the scene. In the peace which our country enjoys we
cannot ignore the plea to help suffering humanity.
Join Now!

TOM BAILEY CASE IS
FEATURE OF LOCAL
COURT THIS -WEEK

•
Large Crowds Fill Court.
of it depended for counsel and
guidance.
room to Hear Trial Now
Her church and her minister
Under Way
were uppermost in her loyalty.
From a time shortly after her marVERY FEW DISSENTERS
WITNESSES NOW BEING
riage until her passing she was an
FOUND IN VOTING HERE
exceptionally faithful and loyal
QUIZZED BY OFFICIALS
Mrs. L. M. i Miss Matti& Over- member of the First Christian
The Poll of the Western District
bey, one of Murray's most beloved Church. Her life was an outstand-'
Intereieran high in Murray this
of Dark -Fired and Air-Cured toand best known
women, passed ing example of Christian motherweek, with- the chief point being
bacco. as well as burley leaf growhood.
away
at
her
home
en
North
Fifth
focussed
on the Murray Courters, showed an overwhelming maShe is survived by her father
Street, early last Monday mornroom, where Tom Bailey, Murray,
jority in this county for the eoning. The funeral service was con- Judge George W. Wallis; her four
is being tried by jury on the
trot and limitation of the numducted by -her minister, Rev. A. children: Mrs. F. N. Howard of
charge of wilful murder.
ber of acres of tobacco a farmer
V. Havens, at the First Christian Glendale, Calif.; James Overbey of
Over two days were required to
may grow.
Church. Wednesday afternoon at Murray; L. M. Overbey, Jr., of
fill the 12 jury seats, and only
Voting for a three-year quota.
3 o'clock. Burial was in the city Paducah; Miss Mary Martha Overnearly 200 men had been
after
1383 farmers assented, while 260
bey of Murray; her brothers and
cemetery.
questioned were the prosecuting
voted "no". Twenty-five growers
sisters:
Mrs, H. M. Fulton of MurMrs. Overbey.had not had good
Attorney, John King, of Cadiz, and
of dark-fired tobacco voted for
The Murray Fire Department of toys which were deilvered in the defense counsel, Roy Garrison,
health for several years and was ray; Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell of Glenthe proposal to limit the acreage,
dale,
Calif.;
J.
T.
Wallis
of
Murover
repairthe task of
has taken
person to the children who other- of Paducah. and R. Hall Hood. of
stricken .with paralysis early Sunwhile only two recorded their
day morning. She remained con- ray; G. W. Wallis, Jr., of Memphis, ing, mendipg, and painting toys wise would have failed to receive Murray, able to agree. on the 12
votes against the program. Of the
Trim;
W.
D.
Wallis
of
Covington,
be
the
distributed
which
a
call from St. Nick. The project selected.
will
to
scious for only a few hours and
burley growers, eight voted for
Ey., and her grand-daughter, Miss underprivileged children of Mur- has grown to such an extent that
passed away quietly.
Wednesday afternoon was spent
a 3-year control, while one went
Betty Elizabeth Overbey of Padu- ray and Calloway County at Christ- it was necessary to call for assist- in hearing the first witnesses, and
She was undoubtedly one of the cah.
on record as favoring a single.
mas time, Fire Chief Hughes said ance and the Murray Fire Depart- with 'the large number that have
Several families in and around most unselfish, thoughful and conyear plan.
Active pallbearers were Ira E. this morning.
ment gladly consented to take a been called, the rest of the week
Murray spent a happier Thanks- siderate persons who ever lived
The quota, as a part of the AAA
Morgan,
R.
L.
Wade.
Jim
Strader,
giving because of the thoughtful- in this community. Her life was
"We are cooperating
V,4s_the part in "spreadingChristmas cheer will probably be spent in hearing
program, was brought to the growJ.
B.
Farris,
Luther
Robertson,
K.
to
needy children.
the testimony of the group that
ers for. a vote, after the majority Murray High Captain, End, ness of the Pleasant Valley School constantly pouring itself out for C. Frazee, Ed Diuguid. and Graves local chapter of ,Anfaricln —Red
alre. B. Melugin. local Red Cross has been 'called by both the prosechildren.
Crass and will be assisted in the proothers. Her passing is keenly felt Hendon.
of the foreign markets had either
exEeutive,
announced
that
the
Selected
for
Berth
on
Late
and the defense.
cution
Wednesday
ject by the Boy Scouts of Murray
afternoon, No- in most of the homes of Murray.
been cut out entirely, or limited
Honorary pallbearers included
vember 20, several students from
Judge Ira Smith, circuit court
who will collect and deliver the needs in the city and county are
Squad in Charity Tilt
because of the current European
She
was
devoted
to
her
family,
Everett
Jones.
R. L. Carney, Dr.
many at this time. "We can place head, in a preliminary
the Pleasant Valley school came
hearing
war.
taking the part of mother for the P. A. Hart, Vernon Stubblefield, discarded but usable toys to us. all sorts of clothings, shoes, and
to the Calloway County Red Cross
early last fall, refused Bailey bond.
younger members of the family Sr., Robert S. Jones, Henry Elliott, Bill Smith of the department will in fact, any kind of warm
SCHEDULED AS ONE
wearing in his examining trial, and charged
Chapter with three dozen cans of
be in charge of the repair work.
OF FOUR STARTERS fruit and vegetables to be given when her _mother passed away. Joe Carson. It. M. Pollard. F. H. "We are asking the earnest co- apparel that we can get. Each him with wilful murder, uport
Even to her death, she was the Graham, Parvin Blalock, T. L.
Yuletide season we must disap- which Bailey is now standing trial.
to less fortunate families for
center around which the family Smith, Dr. W. H. Mason, and C. operation of the people of Mur- point some worthy family because
'The charge was brought against
Billy Fair, Murray High's bril- Thanksgiving. Gifts of this kind life moved and upon which much L. Sharborough.
ray and Calloway County in this
of the lack of materials," Mrs. Baiasy after Claud Brown, Murray
are
deeply
appreciated
and
the
liant captain and the best end in
work. Christmas is only a few
Melugin said. You can truly help restaurant operator had died late
Applications of 1900 Calloway Tiger history, was chosen on the food was distributed to families
short weeks away and it will take
us by sending in your gifts. what- last summer, following a mystericounty farmers for payments earned squad of the Western All-Stars, and where there was sickness' and no
the help of everyone if each unever
it may be, so that we may ous beating he had received.
under the 1940 Agricultural Conser- will probably start in the Lexing- income. The letter enclosed with
fortunate child is to be made hapbe able to classify -the materials
vation Program have been comc ton tilt Saturday afternoon. The the donation follows:
Bailey was charged with aspy by a visit from Santa," the
and see that they are placed in sault with a deadly weapon, until
pleted. leaving only 600 yet to be football game is sponsored
Pleasant Valley School
Murray official said.
by the
the
homes
where
,they
are
most
completed. B. B. Edmonds, chair- Shriners for the benefit of the
died, then the charge was
Brown
November 20, 1940
The Scouts are daily gathering needed, the executive stated.
Amid protest and consternation
Mrs. Minnie Outland Houston,
man of the County Agricultural Crippled Children of Kentucky.
American .4ted Cross
changed to wilful murder.
your
you
home
have
toys
and
in
if
from
every member, Prof. Lion aged 71, died at the end of a six
Deliver the toys to the Murray
Conservation Association, said toMurray, Ky. a
After the game the official Ken- Dear Society Leaders:
Roar Putnam popped a quiz to the weeks' period of illness with high materials that have been tossed Fire Department, or notify Scout- BLOOD RIVER ASSOCIATION
day.
call
will
for
be
aside,
glad
they
to
tucky
football
All-State
team
will
Murray
Lions
at
the
blood
regular
pressure,
meetWednesday,
master
NoRalph Wear and he will MEETS WITH CHURCH HERB
Most of the applications which
We
fourth
grade
children
have not been completed lack only be selected, and will be announced wanted to do something to add ing Tuesday night at the National vember 20, at her home near Lo- them. It will be appreciated if see that they are collected. The
you will deliver them to the Fire wearing apparel should be carried
Hotel.
cust
Grove.
Funeral
services
were
the signatures of farm owners and Soon through a Louisville news- pleasure
The quarterly meeting of Blood
to
other
children's
paper.
Blame for this "unfair and un- held from the Locust Grove Bap- Department in person where you to Red Cross headquarters, but if River Association met with the
tenants, he said.
Thanksgiving this year. With the
will' be 'able to see this work in deilvery is impossible, telephone
Saturday night for help of other boys and
Fair left
According to reports from the
First Baptist Church here, Thursgirls in our just cross-examination" was heaped tist Church, in which she was an progress.
any Boy Scout with whom you are day. November 23, in an all day
State AAA office in Lexington, Lexington, and is working out school we have Collected this upon Charlie Hire who at the be- active member. with the Revs. L.
V. Henson and J. H. Thurman in
Last year the Murray Scouts acquainted and he will call for session.
more than 49,000 of the 1940 pay- all week under Henry Cochran, fruit, and
Principal speakers for
hope it will
make ginning of the class made pertiMayfield
who'
High
is
the
coach,
charge,
on
November
collected
22.
and
repaired
them.
Buaial
thousands
nent remarks about Putnam's consomeone happy.
ment applications
the day were Miss Lyon and Miss
have already
mentor
of
the
Western
team.
was
at
the
Hicks
Cemetery.
duct while on a recent visit to Chibeen audited
Beale.
and forwarded to
Very truly yours
Mayfield High is represented on
cago. Hire would accept no explaMrs. Houston is survived by her
Washington where they are certiOfficers elected for the ensuing
Fourth Grade
squad
by
tackle.
Blalock,
the
a
nation
husband,
and
as
R.
a
result
the
entire
L.
Houston;
fied for payment
her
year were as follows:
Eight county
two
club was punished by a quiz on daughter, Mrs. J. B. Trevathan, of
offices had received some of the and Stroup, a back. Jesse Tunstill
Mrs. Regan McDaniel. superinmatters pertaining to Lions Inter- the county, and Mrs. Lexie Ward,
1940 check
for
distribution to and Cunningham. a guard, are on
tendent; Mrs. Allen Wells, assist.
from
the
Tilghman.
squad
Built
national. To smooth troubled stut- turray; and one son, Elbert Rousfarmers up to October 19, Edmonds
ant superintendent: Miss Wilma
Scott. star Murray fullback, was
ters, Prof. Putnahf offered flee tdit• . Other survivals are eight
said.
Hartsfield, young people's leader.
alternate
placed
as
on
an
the
list
grandchildren,
prizes to the winners.
one great grand•
Preparation of the 1940 payment
Six new societies, according to
at
guard.
child,
and
three
brothers,
A. B.
applications is far ahead of the
reports made by officials at the
Not every pastor has the unusual
The evening's program was deProbably
the
chief
reason
for
Outland,
Blossom,
Tex.,
John
Walmect,
have been organized during
schedule.
Edmonds
1939
said. No
that came to Rev. J.
lightfully concluded by vocal numapplications had been forwarded his not being chosen lies in the World-Famous Singers Appear hi bers by Miss Erickson. accompanied lace Houston and D. B. Houston, Mack
the past year. They are Cherry,
Jenkins, First
Methodist
to Washington at this time last fact that he played guard for half
Springs, West Fork, New
Church
here. Saturday
pastor
College Auditorium
at the piano by Miss Crandall, both both of this county.
Hal Mathis Leaves For Fort Poplar
year, and only 22.000 had been re- of the season, before being shifted
Harmony. Olive. and Coldwater.
afternoon. November 23, when three
members of the Mason Memorial
November 25
to
fullback.
Knox Tuesday After
•ceived by the State office on Ocfine couples stood together at the
School of Nursing. Miss ErickCochran told the coaches who
American Legion to Meet
parsonage and were united in martober 19. 1939. as compared with
Speeches
The General Platoff Don Chorus son ,numbers were "Danny Boy"
met
to
select
the
team
in
Bowling
riage in one ceremony. The conmore than 58.000 on that date this
December 5. Ex-Service
made its first appearance in Mur- and "Because".
Green
that
Fair
was
one
of
the
best
year.
tracting parties in the triple wedIS COUNTY'S FIRST
ray State College auditorium on
Men and Wives Invited
It is estimated that approximate- offensive ends he had ever seen,
ding were as follows:
IN SELECTIVE SERVICE
ly 2500 applications will be filed and he regarded him as the best Monday evening at 8 o'clock, No- LYNN GROVE P-TA WILL
Miss
Ruth
Harmon
and
Roy
Wm. J. Bailey, 77. of ;ear New
prospect
for
end
in
the
West.
Fair vember 25, in a concert sponsored
SPONSOR CONCERT NOV. 29
In the county under the 1940 proThe American Legion Post will Edison Hughes, Miss Nancy Lee
Concord, died at his home Monwas
Chosen
as
the
second
man
on
by the Murray Community Congram.
Hal
Mathis.
24
years
of
age
and
sponsor
an
open
meeting
on
Thurs- Rickman and Joe Sire Morton, and
day, November 25. Jollowisig a 6the squad.
cert Series. This colorful group
ere will be a concert at Lynn day evening, December 5. at the Miss Modelle Roberts and Macon a native of Dexter, was the volun- day illness of pneumonia. Funeral
Fair has been a threat—one of of singing horsemen,
teer selected to fill
introduced t
CalloWay's services were held at Fergueson
Woman's Club
House
on
Vine
Rickman.
ove
High
School
Friday
bventhe Bengals best touchdown getquota of one man -for the local Cemetery Tuesday, November 26,
America a year ago, at the San ing, November 29, in which 11 the Street. A short program will be
The three couples were attended
ters all season. Ile scored in games
draft. He was given a grand send- with Eld. L. H. Pogue in charge.
given, and refreshi-nents will be by
against Dawson Springs, Elkton, Francisco Fair, came to Murray quartets of the county wiltparMr., and Mrs. Noble Hughes. off by prominent
county leaders.
The admission Will be served.
Bailey, a member of the HickThe Reverend Mr. Jenkins said it
Fulton, Grove High, Russellville, in the midst of its transcontinen- ticipate.
ten cents. This concert ia being
All ex-service men In Murray was the first triple wedding in Tuesday morning, November 26. ory Grove Church of Christ, is stir.
Emil Meeker, 316 South 8th St., and Marion. He is the chief rea- tal tour.
Mathis
is
the
son
'of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
sponsored
by the P-TA and the and the county 'and their wives which he had acted as officiant in
vived by his widow. Mrs. Rena
Mayfield. is one of 26 amateur son that Paul Buchanan had such
Tina world-renowned company of
R. L. Mathis of Dexter and has Bailey: two daughters, Mrs. Harhonorable a good erason in the number of 2.7 singers and dancers, directed by proceeds will be used for the cafe- are invited to be present for this his 38 years of active ministry.
awarded
songwriters
several
brothers
and
sisters.
Anteria
fund.
informal
land Wynn and Mrs. Brach Wilget-together occasion.
mention aays the Song Hit Guild of pass completions. An adept block- Nocholas Kostnikoff, offered an
Mr. and Mrs. Hughes will live
other brother. Paul. who is three loughby: two sons, F.'M. and D.
New York. An advisory Board er, Billy played very good de- exciting "gram comprising the
for the present at the home of
years younger, was the second M. Bailey; three sisters, Mrs. Carl
composed of Paul Whiteman. Guy fensive ball in a majority of the best of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the traditional old Cosman to volunteer and will prob- aBiley. Mrs Margie Elkins, and
Lombardo. Billy Rose and Kay games.
Logan Harmon. near Hazel. where
sack songs, stately chorales, wild
ably
be caleld in the next group. Mrs. Annie Elkins, and two brothKyser found Meeker's manuscripts
Mr. Hughes will continue his work
which will be selected about Jan- ers, Jim Bailey and Frank Bailey.
songs of the steppes, tender lullashowed 'unusual promise despite
as a farmer.
unary 2.
bies, songs which imitate musical
all of Polsten, Mon.
the fact that they barely missed
Mr. and Mrs. Morton will live
"The next quota will probably
instruments—and, as a special feareceiving top honots.
on their farm near Hazel.
also
be
taken
from
volunteers
as
ture,
the
song
of
the
Volga
Boatsongwriter,
was a
The Mayfield
Mr. and Mrs. Rickman will make
there are already about a dozen
participant in the Guilds third
their home for the present with
Marriage license have been is- men in its original setting.
more who have made known their
talent project which ended No- sued to the following:
In addition the company prethe father of the groom. E. C.
willingness to be named before
Billy Dwain Vick. 29-day-old
vember 1. Operating from headRickinan, near the college. and Mr.
Johnny Gus Bogard and Miss sented a• group of authentic Costheir
numbers are called." Garland son of Mr. and Mrs. Brona Vick.
(limners M the heart of Tin Pan Relma 'Bogard.
Flickman will continue his work
sack dances, including the legendNeale, head of the local draft died Monday, November 25. at 6:30
1619 Broadway. New
Alley at
as a carpenter.
Joe Morton and Miss Nancy ary Caucasian Sword dance.
board, said today.
a. m. at the home on South Eighth
York City, this organization has Sue Rickman. Dukedom, Tenn.
The Ledger & Times joins with
The delegation which gave Math- Street. Death was attributed to
succeeded in launching the profesthe many friends of these fine
Howard Tidwell, Benton, Route
is his send-off was composed of spina bifida. The child had been
sional careers of more than a score 3, and Miss Katherine Rudd, Benyoung couples in wishing them all
Calloway county
officials. Post suffering from this disease since
of talented, unknowns in less than ton. Route I.
happiness and success along the
officials. Legionnaires, and birth. Burial was held at KirkOffice
two years.—Mayfield Messenger.
way of life together.
Solon Ray Cope, Mayfield Route.
other prominent business men.
sey Monday, November ,25.
5. and Miss Ruth Burkhart, BenMathis left for Fort Knox clad
James
N.
Crockett,
Boatswain
ton,
Route
2.
in a dark suit which Will be the ROPPERUD NAMED ON BOARD
CALLOWAY LOG ROLLERS TO
Western won again . . The score: Murray 0. Western 6.
Walter Dolon, Paris, Tenn., and Mate First Class, of the Paducah
last civilian suit he will wear for
MEET AT LYNN GROVE DEC. 3
Miss Margaret Weir. Paris, Tenn. Naval Recruiting Station, will be
Falling
miserably to show any offensive prowess, the Murray State
the 1-year period of service. as be 'A. H. Kopperud. prominent Murin Murray on December 4, 5, and
Charles
Lamb,
and
Miss
Susie
will be required to wear the stan- ray attorney and active memfier of
Woodmen of The World in Callo6 to examine young men for en- Thoroughbreds were goose-egged by a lone Hilltopper touchdown here
dard' khaki uniform and will be the Young Democratic Club, has
way. County will meet in their Wells.
listment. Temporary offices will Saturday, November 23, before 4,500 dumbfounded fans in a misty rain—
Ilonnie
Lee
Townley.
Puryear,
allowed
no other clothes while at received notice of his appointment
regular monthly meeting in the
be located in or near the Post Of- theIsluest, dullest rain that ever fell in
Jackson's Purchase.
Named added to the cover crop camp. The three days' supply df to the • Legal Advisory Board of
'auditorium of Lynn Grove High Tenn.. and Miss Eula Lee Rogers, fice Building.
Murray.
Coach Moore's line was the best front rank that ever battled a honor roll this week ,are as fol- clothing which he was allowed to the State of Kentucky. This board
School. Tuesday night, December
Age limits for enlistment are
Macon Rickman and Miss Molows:
carry- with him will be returned' has as its prime motive to give
3, at 7 p.
from 17 to 31 and those who are bitter rival here, stopping the Maroon and Gray attack cold for a total
delle
Roberts.
V. B. ,Gardner, Lynn Grove; A. to his parents as soon as he is is- legal advice to all who need it,
A good program has been araccepted will be enlisted in from loss of 4 yarclsfor the afternoon. Time after time, Johnson, Chupa,
Cecil
Farris,
Murray,
and
Miss
B.
Ezell,
Murray;
A.
W.
Morris,
so long as it concerns the draft.
sued a uniform.
ranged apd candidates for Protecthree to 10 days after application. Speth, Hahn, and their cohorts rose up in mighty wrath
Jennings, Paris, Tenn
to hurl back Palestine; B. M. Coleman, Murray;
Mathis will receive a salary of
tion Degree will be initiated. All Betty Lou
Men
between
the
ages
of
17
and
James Cherry, Paris. Tenn.. and
the invaders on the one, two, and three-yard lines. Western threw R. L. Jackson, Blakely; 0. L. Cain, 821 for two or three months and
Mrs. Ben Rice of Adair county
Woodmen invited.
Miss Marjorie Jones, Paris, Tenn. 18 will be enlisted for a minority everything at 'em, but they held on—and
Kirksey; J. H. Tucker, Kirksey: M. then it will increase to $30 per started 104 sexed chicks last spring
Gordon Crouch. President
on!
cruise and will be discharged from
Hat McCuiston. Pembroke. Ky.,
and raised every one to maturity.
Calloway Co. Log Rollers
Dulaney's pass to Downing for 15 yards in the aecond quarter J. McCallon, Kirksey; J. P. Pas- month.
and MISS Clara Elizabeth Johnson, the service on their 21st birthday,
chall, Kirksey; Claude Lawrence,
Mathis was of the opinion that Ninety-eight proved to be pullets.
those who have reached their 18 spelled victory for Western. Passing like Baugh4. Dulaney shot the wet
Pembroke, Ky.
Kirksey;
Marine,
Clay
Kirksey; the draft was a privilege rather Well .fed, they developed rapidly,
birthday will be enlisted for a 6 pigskin to
Downing, an great an end as ever played here, and he C. B. Tidwell, Blakely; V. A. Mc- than a duty. He was all smiles some of them weighing 7 pounds
CHURCH 9F CHRIST
year term.
Callon, Kirksey; J. H. Dunn, Kirk- as he relied the' goodbyes and when 7 months old,'
Men who are registered in the scampered across with the vital six points. Again it was the line to the
sey: W. T. McCallon, Kirksey; best wish
Lord's day: Bible study at 9:45
which were heaped
Selective Service can be enlisted rescue as they swarmed onto Taylor's try for extra point.
Ogie Greenfield. Kirksey; L. H. upon him.
a. ms worship at 10:45 a. m. and
in the Navy up until the day they
The
loss
gave
Murray
a
season
record
of
four
victories,
three
losses,
Edmonds, Kirksey; B. B. Russell,
The youth, who had been unem7:15 p. m.; and young people meet
receive their call for one year's and two ties.
CONSERVATIONISTS - - The Courier-Journal. Monday, placed Murray seventh in Blakely: James L. Gray, Kirksey; ployed for some time. -received an
at 6:30 p. m.
duty with the Army.
NOTICE!
John
W.
Carr,
president
emeria
diets
C.
V. Manning, Kirksey; H. t. eighth grade education in the Dexfield of nine colleges in the KIAC. According to the Associated Press,
Wednesday: Ladies' Bible
With
the
present
expansion
of
tus of Murray State College. preSwift. Kirksey: Bryan
Staples, ter public school system and had
meets at 3 p. ma prayer meeting
the
Thoroughbreds
rate
the
SIAA.
twelfth
in
the
The
10-year
Navy
advancement
rivalry
with
will
be
All members of the Calloway
sided at the chapel November 27.
Kirksey; Kenneth Palmer, Kirk- formerly spent 11 months in a
,at 7:15 p. m.
rapid for those who are enlisted Western stands: Western six victories. Murray two, with two ties.
County Conservation Club. as
sey; Howell Tuckex, Kirksey; H. Civilian Conservation Camp. He is
"The Dearest Teacher" will be He expressed his pride and appre- and apply
themselves in
their -_well
as all other persons interciation
for
the
splendid
showing
In
the
game Saturday, Western led in first downs 7-3, five of which C. Fledd, Concord; Bud Turner. unmarried. While he is in camp,
the topic at the morning worship
chosen line of work.
ested in Conservation of Soil
were
gained
Stone;
by
and
Mrs.
Mary
he
expect
himself,
McKinney,
passing.
to
enjoy
Each
team
lost
hour. "The First Commandment" the varsity football team made
as
the
he
ball
twice
on
fumbles,
each
Quotas
for enlistment are unand Wildlife, are invited to atHazel. This makes a total of likes military maneuvers. Mathis
Will be the topic at the evening against the Western Hilltoppers limited and there is no waiting lost 25 yards on penalties, and each punted 15 times.
tend a meeting to be held at
even in defeat, and stated that he
1.138.5 acres of cultivated land stated that he might remain in the
service.
list.
Standouts
for
Murray
were
Johnson,
Speth,
Hahn.
and Chupa in the seeded for winter.
7:30 p. m.. Friday. November 29,
was proud of the college in its
Army at the end of the year's serC. L. Francis, Minister
at the Court House in Murray.
progress as a whole.
line and Cobbie Lee in the backfield. Inman's kicking in the first
Any one in' the county seeding vice.
'
MRS.
CALHOUN
DIES
An entertaining program is
The A Capella Choir, directed
quarter was top-notch.
all land plowed in 1940. except
being arranged., patricularly as
by Prof. Leslie Putnam, sang
Mrs. Clemmie Calhoun, LaverThe Thoroughbreds' ground yardage was 70 yards, but it was the land that is overflowed during the J. H. CHURCHILL IMPROVES
to interesting speakers, and folTschaikowsky's "0
Blest
Are more. Ky., died of complications
winter months, should report same
lcrwed by a wildlife supper.
They", arranged by Noble Cain, following a stroke
of paralysis, I27-yard gain by passing that gave the Westerners the ball game.
The Mason Hospital reporterethis
to the Extension Office that his
Be sure to,,come.
Eor Western, Dulaney, Downing, and Senitza were standouts.
and Will James' "Dark Water."
Thursday. November 21. Mrs. Calname may also be entert:d on the morning that the condition of Mr.
Almo as
CALLOWAY COUNTY
"Thanksgiving holidays 'will be- houn is the mother of Jack CalHazel 32
Score by periods:
Honor Roll. Names will be added Horace Churchill, veteran MurAurora
ID
CONSERVATION CLUB
gin after the last classes on Thurs- l-Kam, former auctioneer on the Western
Lynn Grove 28
to the Honor Roll each week as ray funeral director and outstand0
6
0
0 —
Training School 14 day, November 28." Dr. Carr an- Murray Loose Leaf Floor, who
Hugh Melugin.
Aurora 20 __
they are reported to the ceunty ing Calloway -citizen was "Un0
0
0
0 — 0
Secretary'
Calvert City 11 nounced. School will be resumed married ,Miss Ola Mae Farmer of Murray
office and will be reported in this proved", but remains in a serious
Western scoring: Touchdown, Downing.
Brewers 24 on Monday, December 2.
Murray.
Benton 29
paper.
condition,

FAIR TO PLAY
WITH WESTERN
_ALL STAR TEAM

Well•Known Murray
Woman Dies at
Home Monday

Murray Fire Department to Repair
Toys for Underprivileged Children

Pleasant Valley
School Helps Spread
Thanksgiving Cheer

1900 Farmers Apply
For ACP Payments

Lions Given Pop Quiz Mrs. Houston Dies
By Leslie R. Putnam Near Locust Grove

Triple Wedding Is
Performed Here by
Rev. J. M. Jenkins

COSSACK CHORUS
OFFERS PROGRAM

DEXTER BOY GETS
BIG "SEND-OFF AS
DRAfT VOLUNTEER

Wm.-J. Bailey, 77,
Dies Near Concord

Emil Meeker Is
Honored by Guild

Marriage License I

2c

Your Progressive Home NewsPaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon November 28, 1940
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Dulaney Hurls Pass to
Downing for Touchdown

Vick Infant Dies

Thorobred Line Drives Back Invaders
Recruiting Official
Time After Time; Offense Fails
To Be in Murray
To Click November 23

County Cover Crop 1
Honor Roll

Dr. Carr Speaks
at College Chapel

Basketball Scores
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Kentucky,
was
irt
say
of
Sewn
of
formerly
to
the National Institute of Distribul parents of a 712 pound son.
The Re N aad Mrs. H. L. Lax. relatives in Calloway county.
Miss Inez Phillips,
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Dunn, Idem- this city and now of Hardin, Ky.. attend the Western trams. Pickard
I MS..'end airs. Ralph McCuistois of Mrs Mallet? Miller, the Rev. and
Mrs. Hal Houston spent Thanks- 1 Harrimen. Tenn., are spending this Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins. Mrs. E. A. phiss were Thanksgiving visitors of has returned from her vacation trip lives in Mas field.
Tucker. Mrs. Max Hurt. Mrs. Henry relatives in Hazel and Ptiryear, to Warren, Ohio, and Ashland, Ky.
Palmer Corn is visiting Mr. and
giving day in Paducah with her week with relatives in Murray:

PAGE TWO

mother. Mrs. Samuel H Piles.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Johnston of Elliott and Mrs. Albert Lassiter atMiss Geneva Outland, who has Paducah spent the Thanksgiving tended the district meeting of the
been teaching in Crofton. Ky., vis- holidays with his parents, Mr. and Women's Society of Christian Serited with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. R. A. Johnston.
vice which was held at Paris on
Monday.
Alvis Outland, during her ThanksMr.
and
Mrs,
Fred
Here
of
St.
giving vacation.
Howard Brumbaugh and Donald John Andrus'atDexter.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan tirodie of
Louis,
Mo.,
were
Thanksgiving
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fair and her
Mr and Mrs. Ed Bradley and
Brumbaugh of Porterdale. Ga.,
guests of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Batesville. Ark., visited friends in
_resieher.
Mrs.
Marvin
Smith,
of
Purspent the holidays with Dr. and daughter. Shirley Ann. of Evans-_
Murray over the weekend and atR. H. Hart, of Hazel.
ville. spent the holidays with their yeeie Tenn., visited last weekend
Mrs. G. T. Hicks
Willis Hickok, who is now em- tended the Murray-Western game.
with
Mrs.
Fair's
aunt.
Mrs.
Robert
and
Mrs_
C.
H.
BradMorparents.
Mr.
Miller
of
Mrs.
Jim
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and
ployed in Louisville, visited with
Higginson. at Madisonville, Ky.
ley, hto., attended the Murray- ley and Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Linn.
his mother and father, Mr. and son, Randall, of Cunningham, KY..
Mr and Mrs. Frank Ellis of
Western game Saturday and were
were
weekend guests of Mrs. Lula
Dick Bidewell of Tupelo, Mite..
Mrs. M. W. Hickok. on Elm street,
weekend guests of Coach and Mrs. was the guest of friends in Murray Washington, D. C.. are guests of last Thursday.
Risenhoover.
Leslie
Ellis.
Mother,
Mrs.
his
John Millers
Mr. and Mrs. le. M. Pollard had
during the. Thanksgiving holtdayn
Mr. and Mrs Hunter Love spent The Misses Venni. Ward and
Mr. and Mrs. C. C Youngblood
Mes. Riiesell Phillips and Robert last Sunday with her parents in Main+ King, Leland Harenel of St. as their kuests for the holidays
and daughter. Emily Ann, of High- Williams have returned to their
Louis. Mo.. and HowarcLatearris of Miss Lucille Pollard of Greenville,
Term.
land Park. Math. were holiday homes in Richmosedeafter a week's Coltusibia,
Eldorado.
Ill, motored to Mayfield Ky.. and Robert Pollard of HarMr. and Mrs. Raymond Rayburn
rodsburg.
guests of her father. S. B. Kille- visit in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday evening.
Bettye,
of
little
daughter.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gingles and
brew and his mother. Mrs. Nora C. L. Sharborough.
Miss Rubeiaa Hart was a weekMich., were ThanksHighland
Park.
G. A. Murphey will attend the
Youngblood.
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Hays of Daw- giving vacates/lists with his moth- end visitor of Mark Blow and his Southern Business Teachers' meetMiss Martha Lou Lassiter of Rio son Springs -*ere weekend guests er, who resides on East Main street family of St. Louis. ado.
Mr. and Mrs Will Moore Beale ing in Nashville Friday.
'Grande. Ohio spent the holidays of Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Ordway and in Murray and her parents, Mr.
Ross Kirwan of Luoisville spent
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. attended t he Murray - Western and Mrs. L. White. of near Hazel. of St. Louis. were weekend guests the
holidays with his aunt. Mrs.
of his mother and sister. Mrs. Jack
E. A. Lassiter and had as her guests, game.
'Mr. and Mrs. Gary Meyers and Beale
and Miss Lula Clayton"Beale. C. J.-McDevitt and Dr. McDevitt.
Miss Martha Malone of Cadiz and
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Sanford of family, and Mrs. Lula Paschall,
Mrs. R. M. Mason and Mrs. W. Ross Kirwan, Sr.. of Louisville is
Maurice Lowk and Don Lewis of Carrollton. Ky.. were guests Satur- visited friends and relatives in
H. Mason were :sadists Tuesday of expected this week for a visit with
Rio Grande.
day night of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Memphis over the weekend.
Mrs E. B. Ferguson of Paducah at Dr. and Mrs. McDevitt.
Mrs. W. B. Crouse and Mrs. a lunhceon
Mr. and Mitt.. Carlisle Cutchin Hale.
Mrs. N. G. Coy and son. Dickie,
given in her home honholidays
Mrs.
Harry
Lee
Watercame
from
Memduring
the
Mr.
and
Stanley
Crouse
had as guests
oring Mrs. 'Freya Harding who will were guests during the ThanksgivStanfill Cutchin of Blytheville. field of Clinton. Ky., were week- phis Friday, Niirember 15 and -spent leave the latter Part- of
the week ing holidays of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Edgar for
Ark., arid Jack Stanfill of Center- end guests of Mrs. Lois Waterneld the weekend with Mrs.
Miami Beach, Fla., to spend the Wade at Saundersville, Tenn., J.
ville. Tenn. On Saturday evening of Haze! and Dr. and Mrs. Hal Woodall. who returned with them winter. Mrs.
of Allisona,
Harding 'returned. TO G. Wade and family
to Memphis and spent the greater Murray with them
Mr. and Mrs. Cutchin had as addi- Houston.
Tenn., and of friends in Nashville.
and
was
the
Pollard
Mr And Mrs A. F. Yancey had part of the week with Mr, and Mrs. overnight guest
tional dinner guests Robert
Mrs, Louise Dick of Paris attendof Mrs. R. M.
of Harrodsburg and Howard Brum- as eheir weekend guests Mr. and 'Tal Peak and Dia. and Mrs. Robert Mason.
ed the funeral of Mrs. L. M. Overbaugh of Porterdale, Ga.
Mrs. J. H Branch and Miss Jamie Peak of Macon. Tenn., and returnMason McKeetaff Detroit is visit- by yesterday afternoon.
ed home Friday. November 22.
John Houston of the east side of
'Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Goodman Branch of Humboldt, Tenn.
ing his parents. Mr. and Mrs. W.
was the H. McKeel
Mr. and Mrs. Joan Thomas Irvan
Miss Moline Griffin
and children returned Sunday to
of -Murray. Mrs. Mc- the county has been quite ill at
weekend guest of her aunt, Mrs. 1
their home iii Mt Washington. Ky., of Wardell. Mu, were guests dur- NinaKeel
was unable to accompany her the Keys-Houston Clinic.
Cruos.
after spending the Thanksgiving ing Thanksgiving of Their parents.
husband due to business, she has , Mrs. M. T. Morris will spend next
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Pat
Irvan,
George
Price,
of
Mr.
ana
Mr.
Aid
Mrs.
holidays with her parents. Mr. and
accepted a position with the J. C. weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Pat
and Mrs. Autry Farmer.
Clay. Ky... and Mrs. Joe Wilmuth. Penney Co. of Highland Park and Morrris in Chicago.
Mrs. William Purdom.
Mr_ and Mrs. R. H. Thurman had of Linton. Ky.. were Thanksgiving was unable to leave.
Oscar Corbin. Jr.. returned WedMr. and Mrs.
Joe Hall, Jagisers or Bowling
as their weekend guests Misses
Mrs. Wilmuth's and Mrs. Guy Rudd are spending the winter nesday night from Fort Knox. Ky.,
Green was the Thanksgiving guest Dorothy Lee and Ruth Mansfield guests of
Price's parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. B. with Mr. and Mrs. McKeel. Mr. where he passed his physical excif Mr. end Mrs. Hall Heod.
of Paducah and Juanita Gentry of Farris.
Rudd' is connected with the Ili- amination for entrance into the
Mr. and Mee. A H. Kopperud Wells Hall:
Miss Bess McNamee of Grand Speed Gas company ,of Detroit.
Army Air Corps.
spent the holidays with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Frost and Junction. Tenn.. is the guest of her
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Phillips have
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunn mid
and friends inChicago.
son. of Louisville. spent the Thanks• sister, Mrs. W. B. Davis and Mr. son. James WIllerd. and Miss
been spending Thanksgiving with
' Misses Margaret . Heath. Artie
Vera
giving holidays with her parents. Davis.
Ables of Detroit spent ThanksgivFaughn and Eileen Gilliam of BenMrs. C. A. Bishop They
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Meador of ing with Mr. and Mrs. George Dunn
ton were guests for the game Sid- Mr. and
AFTERNOONS
were accompanied home by Mr. the eastern part ef the county are of Concord and Mr.
and Mrs. Char- Children
urday of Miss Rubye Smith.
10e
and Mrs. Bishop who will remain the parents of ;1 baby boy who was he Broach of Murray.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Robinson and
for a visit
born Saturday night at the Mason
.21c
Sidney Albert Waters of Detroit Balcony (tax Included)
children. John Loyd and Nancy. of
Master John Preston Ordway Hospital,
visited Mr. and Mrs. __eva Waters Loser Floor (tax included)
30e
Bowling Green were holiday guests
spent the weekend with his grandMrs. Mary Neal, who underwent of Murray over Thanksgiving vaof their parents. Mr. and Mrs. OsJohn Lovett. at Ben- a serious operation last week at the cation.
mother.
Mrs.
car Robinson and Mrs. Ethel Bow- ton.
Mason Hospital. is reported imMiss Mary Workman:of Detroit.
den
Miss Marilyn Mason, a senior at proving.
Mich.. spent last weekend and is
Mrs. Ted liedwell- of Detroit is
Northwestern University. Kamp. Mass Dela Frances Bell and Miss
spending this week with her parvisiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ton.
, spent the Thanksgisa-ms 'Frances Lashbrook, -Owen§boro,
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Workman.
)10lidays with her parent's. Drand. Ky.t. and Miss gvelyn Hammack, ents.
Mrs Budl Stroud is the guest of
Mrs. R. M. Mason.
Sturgis.. Ky.. were guests last week- Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Phillips of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner and end of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Falwell.
Memphis.
haciren. Jacqueline and Sue Alice, 14r. and Mrs. A. L. Bailey and
Miss Jane Richards of Paris, Ky..
-pent the weekend in Louisville.
baby daughter spent the weekend was the holiday guest of Miss Ann
Covill -Lax and son of Paducah with his mother and her relatives
Richmond who was home from the
were _guests Sunday of his parents, in Nashville, Tenn.
University of Kentucky for Thankshe Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Lax.
i
and yd./5;es
Norman Christman and Dr. Flan- giving.- Miss Richards and Miss
unounaras.
=
Amoy&
ratitzuz.
chavflp;
1
is
r
k
e
t.nz,d
isuraune
..=ai
ltUtend aroule
The Rev. and Mrs. H L. Lax, nery of Pikeville. Kys are visiting
Richmond left Sunday to return to
Misses Elith and Margaret Lax were friends and relatives in Calloway their studies,
and were accompanmaw Paha. ut
d. Circles tro
et
a
rSpos,
guests during the latter part of the county this week.
ied
by Dr. and Mrs. James H. RichId
i=Worn out, often an
Carter
Frael and, mend and Miss Ruth Richmond.'
sod son-orstoodo =doe, Wol week of their daughter, Mrs, Eyrl
it Fannieand rsc.
Edder trOttbles. Usualls In such eases. the Byassee and family at Catron. Mo., Mrs.
Christman. Frankfurt,
very Ern dose cf Cystoi gaes nett to work
Lax and Ky.. visited friends and relatives who will spend several days in
hepig the Sidners Hazi'L tut -tree= irkall and of their son. Franklin
Louisville.
54 cartes. Ard t5.5
ruritadati family at Trail Back. Mo.
county
Miss Mamie Vick of
Holly
Kidney act.r.t.
I-rt a C,7 Lc es. may p53Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Sparkman
cah was i
of P
v..ee
e duk.
117 wake yc.a feet younger. ELranger arid
Paul Phillpsthis
beitcr tr.an is.. 'Sari. A nr:rited plaza:7.W and son. J. Matt. of Phillips, Tex.. Murray for the Cossack choir rewith
Miss
Jessie
Sherman
of
Harris
irri.nned zr,r.d each isarka;e cf Cream in- are guests of Mrs. Sparkman's parand last Tuesday night.
sores an z.m.suedatte ref 4I4 cf ,he fuLl cost
Grove.
1.1.ClarS.5 yr..1 are ccrr,leefv Eat:411#
hare ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Graham
Higgins of Clayton.
Miss
Ada
T.
Miss
Mary
Elizabeth
Roberts
had
ta:
a
and
ncLnIng to lase under and other relatives
crerrthIng to
. Mo., was the weekend guest of guests for dinner Thursday evening
=
140E151•Y nooney Sect guarantee Co grt.
Joe T Lovett is in New York City Miss- Roberta Manor.
fro= your drufigtit today 101 dt117 Sic..
at, the home of her parents, Mr.
this week where he is attending
Mrs. iffiater•Heene and son. Dan- and Mrs. W. P. Roberts, including
ietaaam•W% ny. of Elizabethtown, were guests Miss Ruth - Hepburn, Charles Farm.ring the holidays of her parents. er and Jimmie Rickman.
..r. and Mrs. Bob Gatlin. They
Mrs. James Dale of Cadiz is the
sre• joined for the weekend by ,hoiese guest of Mrs. J. T. Cochran.
'er. Boone and. returned to their
Mrs. L. C Trevathan and Dick
Me Sunday. Other guests of Mr. Trevathan of Paducah spent severed Mrs. Gatlin on Thanksgiving al days this week with Mr. and
)-,y were Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Mrs. Nat Ryan.
rdan and son of Brown's Grove
Miss Amy °Tholes spent the weekAIMAT
.:.d Mr. and Mrs. Gingles Wallis end with the Rev. and Mrs.' ti. L.
;.d daughter.
Lax.
•
,MOURKK(RAWKNW
Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson are
MISCHA AUER
:e parents of a son. Richard Mar.n. who was born November 26 at
IIILLY GILIERT•ANNAlli
15 p. m. at the Keys-Houston

.
V

ssee-essers

Tenn. They

will go from here to
Louisville where he has been transfered.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. F. Thurmond and son Thursday,
November 21, were the following:
Bro. and Mrs. C. M. Putties, Miss
Edna Hale, Miss Mabel Harris, Mr.
and Mrs. James Thurmond, Mr.
and Mrs.'Jim Strader, and Bro. and
Mrs. C. L. Francis.
Dr. Richard Keys, Amarillo. Tex.,
was a guest of his mother, Mrs. M.
E. Keys, over the Thanksgiving
holidays Dr. Keys will return
Sunday and stop in Nashville. Tenn.,
where he will visit his sister. Miss
Erie Keys, who is a patient in the
Vanderbilt Clinic in Nashville.
Mrs. Osie Parrish, Murray, Rt. 3,
was a visitor in the Lediser office
Friday, November 22.
Miss Rebecca Lessiter, who is
teaching in Crawford school in Livingston county, has been spending
her Thanksgiving vacation with
her, parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. M.
Lassiter.
Rue L. Beale, who is attending
the University of Kentucky, was
home for the holidays.
Ralph Love and Eugene McGowan, Danville. Ky., and former students of Murray State, were in
Murray for the Western game.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hodges,
Hickman, Ky., were Tuesday night
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
B. J. Hoffman.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman were
Thanksgiving dinner guests of Mrs
Nanny Ivy.
Robert Hoffman, Gideon. Mo., is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
B. J. Hoffman.
Mrs. Robert Dinkins and her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Thomas Ross,
both of Paris. Tenn., were Thanksgiving guests of Mrs. Dinkin's
mother. Mrs. C. C. Hatcher,

Mr. and Mrs. Keys Wells, Detroit,
Mich., spent the Thanksgiving
holidays in Murray.
Dr. and Mrs. L. M. Parrott. Paducah, Were Thanksgiving guests
of Mr. and Mrs. J. K Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Gordon and
family, former residents of Murray
and now from Golden Pond, were
Saturday visitors in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Wyatt,
Benton, were in Murray for the
Western game Saturday.
Clay Copeland, former Murray
State stuednt and now acting as
assistant to the Attorney General
of Kentucky, spent Thanksgiving
with his parents in Dexter, Ky..
and attended the Murray-Western
game.
Jack Bretton, Union City. Tenn.,
was in Murray for the Western
game. Brattun was a first string
player on the Murray team last
year but was prevented from returning to Murray this year, because he was called to active service in the national guard.
Ralph Pickard, former Murray
student and now from the Univer-

Mrs. Herschel Corn this weekend.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, former president of Murray State and now General Counselor for the Woodnen of
the World, Omaha, Neb., we. in
Murray for the Western game mr.
Wells is the founder and ,,,:mer
president of Murray State. He
was accompanied by Stuns
of Omaha, and they are speed ing
this week at Mr. Wells' camp at
Fort Hyman. Mrs. Stum Wells
and children are guests of her
mother in Columbus. Ky.

INDIGFJTION
•.

always in the hands of

may Ake(Heart

ireareel in tbe stomach or intl.'. may set 1the •
heir -trait., on the heart. Si tit .1rat .Igt• of ,Itatrras
ltart mon and •onon dept.,' • n
Te.trts •
Mt gas free. No lasattre Cut made
faa•sat
stliata siedielms tenni for arld Inillsealou If the
VISIT D0I. lasim't prone hell-51. hotter, morn
Sato ins. sod rosin DOUIILK Mousy Back.

Misery a

include

of an exclusive
ambulance, never used
use

In connection with funerals. and is subject to
your call at any time,
day or night, at very
reasonable prices, and
courteous and

experi-

enced drivers. We obey
all the laws of the state
board in the operatiou
of our ambulance.

PS
666

Jo kelievi

Sincerely,
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray. Ky.

Qtati.TABLETS. SALVE. tiOSE OPOPS

NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
Children
10c
30e
Balcony (tax Included)
Lower Floor (tax included)
36c

VARSITY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

ser v ices
the

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

She makes a South
Seas Typhoon look like a srtie bree4e1

kidneys Must
Clean OulAcids

a/14444e DIETRICH

CHRISTMAS

...and a Aroadway boy
but
'Who thinks he's_ tough
isn't! A master writer gives
you the strange ond *op.:Cede! story of Their
reironce!

JOHN WAYNE

SHOPPERS

STAN E S S S S SAVE

MILLER-PRYOR-MOTOR CO
206 E. Main

Phone 21

Murray, Ky.

DISTRIBUTORS

PIANOS"

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones and
eel Nanny have returned from a
seekend visit with reletives and
r.aracis in Amarillo, Texas. They
:t just befroe the worst of !es
storm enveloped that part of

Both New & Used
For Less
Why Pay More?

MSS.

W.E. DYE

Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Williams of N. 13th & Cairo Rd.
•.,..Varicleave community are the

OF

Paducah, Ky.

SATURDAY ONLY
This Man's Worst
Dreams Came
TRUE!
ItITA

-Firestone
CAPITOL
BATTERIES
TIRES

THOMAS
A C01.31MItIA PICYtjltr

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

ADMISSION-10c and 16c

4.75-5.00x19
525-5.50x17
6.00x16 .

55.15
$68.15
. $6-85

As Low as

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

$4.45

SPARK PLUCS
Money Back Guar. 59c

YOUR FAVORITE SINGINGACTION STAR ROY ROGERS
HITS THE ADVENTURE TRAIL
IN HIS MOST EXCITING
RANGE THRILLER!

TOYS
FOR ALL CHILDREN

ELECTRIC
WESTINGHOUSE
ROASTER-IRONS-TOASTER

ETER
LORRE
John McGuire • Margaret Tallichet • Charles Waldron
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Together!
ROY ROGERS
GEORGE'ioia, HAYES

Combination Waffle Baker-Hot Plate

ESCAPE

—in a snappy story as
light-hearted as the
breeze and as romantic as that wanted kiss!
..Come and see them
fall in love—on a
honeymoon.'for tAree!

GAS STOVES
Super' Service Station - Garage Work
Studebaker Sales & Service

The exciting, romantic novel is even more exciting on

the screen!

3 A FORDS - 1-939 V-8 85 Tudor
1940 International Pickup

STARRING
RONALD 4

Pkone 21

GINGER

•

Robert Taylor

MILLER-PRYOR
MOTOR CO.
206 E. Main

Praised by Every Critic, Acclaimed by a
Million Readers, Another Novel Becomes
Another Great Motion Picture!

AND

SPRING BYINGTON
JACK CARSON
CECRIA tOE IUS
HARRY DAVENPORT
HUGH' OTONNfil

Murray, Ky.

Norma Shearer
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and Miss Clovis Bradley.
Mrs. Tom Lampkins is on the
sick kat.
M. W. Waldrop and Lewis Paschall were in Paris on business
Friday.
Friends an& relatives gathered
at the home of Mr. and
Mrs.

Cottage Grove Rt. 2

wssisae
n to
kard

'Among those attending the fiddler's contest at Lynn
Grove
Thaeksgiving night are Mr. and
Mrs Daniel Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewa Paschall and baby. A. L.,

and
Yr

Lewis Paschall and celebrated Mr.
Paschall's
twenty-first
birthday
last Sunday.
Toy Paschall is on the sick list.
Miss Clovis Bradley and Carnell
Boys were visitors in the home. of
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Paschall one
evening last week. Games were

Genen of
is in
s Tiler
she
It

ils

Ready.

As#

For Early Gilt Shoppers
In making up your gift list for men and
boys, you'll be sure to win his appreciation if you give him something to wear,
especially if it's from WALLERSTEIN'S.

Stop fretting and
biting your nails.
You'll find just the
gift HE wants in
our large selection

Fine Shirts, $1.65 to $2.50
Arrow, Van Heusen, Shirtcraft
Airman are to be found in our
extensive showing. Handsome
new stripes, checks, dark and
light grounds as well as whites.

Quality Hose, 25c to 75c
Handsome plaids, st4jpes and
clocks in Phoenix, Cooper and
Holeproof Pacer — garter top
styles. Lisle, silk, silk and wool,
medium and heavy weights.

Sport Jackets

Lounging Robes

, $2.69 to $14.95
Zipper styles for men and boys
in handsome plaids, corduroys,
blue rnelton afid genuine leather
styles for work or sport wear.

$4.95 to $15
Blanket, iflannel and silk styles
for the man who appreciates
something nice.
Navy, wine,
brown, black and green patterns.

Woolen Sweaters
$2.35 to $6.00
Zipper or _button styles in every
attractive solid color .and twotone effects, plain weave or
brush wool.

DAYS
.._ 10c
._ 36c

• LC

•

Qt

You'll enthuse when you see these
imported and domestic ties—each
gem—rich in coloring and design. Kentucky Homespun silk
and wool (guaranteed 1 year)
are outstanding.
Lay-Away
;AU
ISToMuNiAS,„„STOAN%

C
Pa aries,a'S GREATEST
to.•••••••••
`

'Toe aims wears

Plan
for Your
Convenience

ceiseaea

SPECIAL SALE!
DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS ON

Gorgeous Neckwear
65c to $2.50

19
13(14.1.

the quality store of fine fashions

$1.65 to $6

Windows

FO.

CREOMULSION

Russian, notch collar or- middy
style.iittractive contrast trimmed
solid colors, stripes, checks and
Scotch plaids. Shirtcraft and
Faultless no-belt makes.

Waim Gloves, $1 to $3.50
,Imported capes, pirekirts, -mochas, woolen checks, etc., in -tans,
greys and black. All styles for
dress or driving.
Our
Relieve the
Christmas
Spirit

That Hang On

Handsome Pajamas

25c to $1.00
handkerchiefs with hand
hems, plain or corded borRich solid colors with
and stripes.

from common colds

Card of Thanks

Belt buckles, tie clips, cravat
chains, key chains, knife sets,
cuff links, collar bars, zipper
travel eases, military brush sets,
bill folds, etc.

Arrow Handkerchiefs
Linen
rolled
ders.
plaids

Beware Coughs

50c to $6.00

Attractive Mufflers $1 - $3

s-LI'ScratchiniZi

Circuit

Swank Specialties

Soft, rich patterned woolens are
favorites this Christmas. Bealltiful whites, pearls, maroons,
navies, black and white combinations. Many made in Czechoslovakia.

enjoyed and refreshments were
VANCLEAVE SCHOOL NEWS
Served at nine o'clock.
HOMEMAKERS
We are ending the fifth month
Miss Clovis Bradley, M. W. Walof the school term this week and
CLUB NOTES
For quidslead kers itchitig aliiremsna.idiuldsw
drop, and Lewis Paschall visited
every one is showing a good atathlete/ foot. scabies. rashes and Other CMin Bell City Sunday.
Mrs. Shelby Davis and her daugh- taruany caused skin troubles, use warld-tinnans.
titude toward school work.
antiseptic, liquid D.D.D.Prescription.
cooling.
ter
,
Miss
Carolyn
Johnson,
spent
Mrs. Reva Paschall has been sufLynn Grove
Honor Roll
Greaseless. stainless. Soothes irritatien and
fering with the toothache for the
last week-end in Louisville.
Lynn Grove Homemakers club
quickly stops int,nse itchmg 3.'w trial bottle
roll
honor
making
true
Students
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Williams, of prove, it. or your monr y back. Ask Your
past week—Brown Eyes.
met Wednesday, November 20, at
are as follows:
Murray, Route 3, announce the ar- druggist today for D. D. D. PassCSUPTION.
the club house. The chairman,
Seaford.
grade:
Loretta
First
rival of a 7 3-4 pound son. Charles
Doran. presided.
Mrs. Hansford
membership chairman reported Mary Edith Miller, and Willoclean Levi.
I
HAZEL NEWS1 The
that Mrs. Henry Rudd and Mrs. Eldridge.
Mrs. Ben Keys is the guest ii
Second grade: ,Doris Jean Miller,
new
were two
ClIford Miller
„.
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Reed. of Pamembers whom we were glad to Eva Marie Todd, and Charles TidOfficers. Teachers Mid
ducah, having gone to attend the
•
well.
w.:come to the club.
Monthly Meet
marriage of her nephew. David
Irron the,inat,,, arthriII
Fifth grade: Myra Dell Brandon,
pain,
try
this simple
The officers and teachers of the
The food leaders gave a very inReed, to Miss Virginia Hank, which tis or neuritis
inexpensive home recipe that thousands
Todd.
and
Dale
Hazel-Baptist Church met Tuesday tesesting discussion and demongtrayesterday.
took
place
are usikg. Get a package ol Ito-Ex
RowMae
grade:
Jessie
Sixth
evening at six thirty, in the home nun on the preparing and cooking
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.. is able Compoukd today. Mix it with a qisan
woo, add the juke ci 4 lemor.r.
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow of vegetables, also their importance land, and Charles turkeen.
to be out again after having been of
It's easy. No trouble at all arii
Seventh grade: Lyda Sue Mcfor their regular monthly meet- in - our diet. . Miss Rowland.- the
his - home with illness pleasant.
confined
to
You
Deed
only 2 „ tableDuel Burkeen, and G.
smen ids
two times
a
day. Often
ing.
home demonstration agent, gave a Reynolds.
ter the past week.
within 48 hours — sometimes overBrandon.
Baptist Missionary Society
very helpful- discussion on vita- T.
Bill
Thompson
Mr. and Mrs.
night
—
splendid
results
are
a Eighth giade: Lorene Todd, Eula
Meets Tuesday Afternoon
If
the
pains
do
not
mins.
spent the weekend in Murray and obtJined.
Morris. Mildred Ramsey, Dortha
qu ,ckly leave and
if you do not .
The' Missionary Society of the
annual
Murray-Westattended
the
feel
The landscape gardening leader, Todd, and Edwin Stalls.
bet ter,
Ras-Ex
will
cost
You
Hazel Baptist Church met Tuesern clash.
nothing to try as it h sold by
.Mrs. Otis Workman, suggested sevYour
druggist
under
an
absolute
day afternoon at the church for
eral ways our lawns should be
We had a Thanksgiving program
guarantee.
Ru
moneY-badt.
the mission study. Seven members
Compound
meson,
is for
sale
and
winter November 1.
during
the
cared 'for
were present.
mended by Goof Dr ug r:ores Everywhere.
months.
Christto
have
a
We
are
going
Mrs. A. -M. Hawley • was in
Murray
An all day meeting was planned mas program in the next few days.
charge of the pregram. Subject
fos December, with four of the Everyone is invited to come. Watch
for discusionn was unit two and
club numbers aeling as hostesses, this paper for the date.
The Rev. And Mrs. Lax Return
three. "Following.-in -His Train."
a Christmas pasty to be enjoyed
To Murray
Mu. Hawley' was aisisted by other
during the afternoon.
members of the group.
Rev.
and Mrs. H. L. Lax
The
•.• • •
who have been returned to the
Pine Bluff
Hazel P-TA To Sponsor Colored
Mierray Circuit for the third year.
Pine Bluff Homemakers club
Choir Concert
wish to express their appreciation
met Monday. November. 25, at the
The Hazel P-TA will sponsor a
Creomulsion relieves promptly behome of Mrs. L. N. Moody's.
We wish to express our sincere for the privilege of continuing
concert given by the Methodist
services to the churches on cause it goes right to the seat of the
their
called
to
order
to
our
The-meeting was
thanks and appreciation
Colored Choir, of Paris. Tenn.,
by Mrs. LaVerne Bucy. president. many friends and neighbors in this circuit. They have been very trouble to help loesen and expel
which will be held here Novemladen phlegm, and aid nature
Plans were made for a pie supper and around Dexter who came to happy in their work during the germ
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inber 30 at the school auditorium.
to be .given at Pleasant Valley our field and gathered our corn on past two yeaa, and hohe to give flamed bronchial mucous memThere will be a charge of e, small
School December 7. The benefits last Wedneday.
May the Lord greater service in the future.
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
admission fee of 10 and 15 cents
The Rev. Lax will preach at a bottle of Creomulsion with the tmwill go to the club.
richly bless each and every one
of which the proceeds will go for
Sunday
o'clock
at
eleven
derstanding
you must like the way it
Goshen
A lesson was given on the cook- of you is our prayer.
expenses of, our free lunch room.
morning, December 1, and at Lynn quickly allays the cough or you are
in; of vegetables by Mrs. Lowell
John J. Andrus and family
„Come and enjoy the spirituals
to have your money back.
Grove at 6:45 p. m.
Sfeele and Mrs. W. F. McCage.
and sacred songs by this group,
H. L. Lax, Pastor
Mrs. L. N. Moody gave a lesson on
Increases in corn growing correMrs. Will C. Miller Entertains
landscape gardening. Mrs. W. T. spond to decreases in tobacco proMrs. Will C. ,Miller entertained
It pays to read our Classifieds. for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
Patterson was elected storage and duction in Mason county, Kentucky.
Sunday with a birthday dinner in
giirden leader, and Mrs. L. N.
honor of Mrs. Paul Hendrix. - The
Moody was elected landscape garThanksgiving motif was observed
dening leader.
in the table decorations.
A Thanksgiving program was
Included in the haspitality, were,
given
and, refreshments
were
Mr. and Mrs. Petit Hendrix and
served to ,eight members and one
daughter, Emily, Murray; Floyd
vlsitor.
Ed Scott, Murray; Miss
Sally
The next meeting will be held
Wililams. Greenville; Edwin Del
at Mrs. Cullie Steele's. The club
Miller, Dorothea Miller, and the
OF PADUCAH
will have a Christmas tree, and
hostess.
all members are urged to come
and bring a present.
Mrs. Fannie Chrisman. of Frankfort, wet in Hazel over the weekColdwater
end as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Coldwater
Homemakers
club
R. W. Chrisman.
held the monthly meeting TuesMiss Ann Herron. who is teachday, November 19, at the clubing in Troy. III., spent Thanksgivhouse.
ing in Hazel as the guest of her
The major project was given by
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. S. HerMrs. Oyna Darnell and Mrs. Hazel
ron.
Adams, and the minor project, on
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White and
Landscaping, was given by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. TurnboJe were
Meciye ,Christenbery.
at Reelfoot Lake and other points
The next meeting will be Decemof interest during the Thanksgivber 17, on that day the club will
ing holidays.
have an all day meeting and
Mr. and Mrs. 1,4
-,;is Brown of
Christmas tree. All members and
Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Clete Wilvisitors are invited to be present.
son of Paris, Tema. and Mr. and
Mts.' A. H. • McLeod and son. A.
Penny
H., Jr., were (lamer guests of
Penny Homemakers club met
Mr. and
Mrs. Alison
Wilson
Tuesday, November 19, at
the
Thanksgiving dear
The dresses with the perfect
home of Mrs. B. M. Coleman, Mrs.
Charles Wilson. Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Dent assitsed Mrs. ColeJim Edgins were Paris visitors
man in entertaining nine members
Monday.
10.9
and one visitor.
•
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson spent
sr During the business sessiOn it
the
week-end in Paris as the
was decided to send Mrs. Gatlin
gueits of Mrs. Wilson's parents,
Clopton to the State Convention at
NOW
Mr. and Mrs. Brown.
Lexington in January with Mrs.
Miss Laurene Curd, who teaches
B. M. Coleman as alternate delein
Illinois, spent
Thanksgiving gate to represent
the -Penny Club.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
It was moved and seconded that
Curd and family.
the club join the State Federation
H. E. Brandon. who is attehding of
kiomemakers Clubs. Mrs. Noah
school in Lexington. Ky.. spent
Williams resigned as secretarythe holidays with his parents, Mr.
treasurer 4as she will be leaving
s and Mrs. Brandon.
soon for her new home in DeBob Turnbow had as his guest
trait.)
s
,
over
the
week-end
Frank
Wiliford
;If of Murray State College.
Vegetable preparation being the.
major project, a delicious vegetMr. and Mrs. John Moore. Mrs.
able dinner was perpared and
Joe Jones. Misses Magdalene and
served by the food leaders, Mrs.
Louise Lamb weee guests in PaduPaul Futrell and Mrs. Preston
cah last Friday.
Boyd.
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, Mrs. Otho
After a Thanksgiving program
Farris, Mrs. Grace Wilcox, Miss
a pleasant social hour was enjoyed
Eva Perry. Mrs. Hazel Jenkins,
during which a f:ower exchange
and Mrs. H. I. Neely attended the
was held. The meeting adjorned
funeral service for Mrs. Bob Housto meet again December 9,, at the
ton at Locuston Grove last Friday.
home of Mrs. Jesse Washburn.
Rev. -J. E. Skinner of Jackson.
Tenn., filled his regular monthly
Homemakers Schedule
appointment at the Baptist church
Almo—Thursday, December 5,'
here Sunday at 11 o'clock and in
at 1 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
the evening at. 5:30.
Howard Weeks.
Mrs. Bettie James and Miss Libbie James had as .their dinner
For a limited time only
guests Sunday the Rev. J. E. SkinKirksey Circuit
ner and daughters. Misses Marie
and One, of Jackson, Tenn.
R. F. Blankenship, Pastor
Leland Strader was in Murray
Wednesday on business.
Mrs.
B. Milstead was in
The League Union met at KirkMurray Wednesday on business. sey laast• Monday night. A large
It is not often that Nelly Don dresses
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford group of young people enjoyed a
spent the day recently with Mr. splendid program.
are reduced in price. Take advanand Mrs. M. Russell and family.
tage of this unusual sale of these
Rirksey
Tom P. Turnbow, who is atRegular services next Sunday.
fine dresses. You will want severaltending school in Memphis, Tenn., Church School at 10 a. m. Preachyou can afford them at these prices.
will spend the Thanksgiving holi- ing service at 11 a. _m and 7 p. m.
days with his parents, Mr, and
Camprroutid
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow.
Church School at 1:30_,p,
Edwin Dal Miller returned from
Preaching
at
2:30 p. m.
Memphis, Tenn., Saturday after
spending the Thanksgiving holidays with Norman A. McMellan
of the McKesson-Robbins Drug
Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cole, Mrs.
Audie Wilson and children, Opal
This group includes the most fashionable styles,
and J. B., of the Oak Grove comThanks to a Doctor's prescription called
munity,. were in Hazel Saturday "tendon°. thousands now palliate terrible rematerials and colors. Choose your Nelly Don from
curring
attacks
of
choking,
gasping,
coughte visit relatives.
ni
ing, wheezing Bronchial Asthma by helping
wide selection of wools, crepes, jerseys, flannels
a
Miss Edith Paschall is in Friend- nature remove thick excess MUCUS. No dopes,
ship. Tenn., as the guest of Mr. no smokes, no Inlections. Just tasteless,
and spun rayon. Wine, Soldier, blue, moss green,
pleasant tablets. The rapid, deltghtiul oatand Mrs. J. H. Miller.
native action commonly helps nature bring
welcome, sleep—a ''Clod-send" A hrinted
black and brown ... checked and striped patterns.
- Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Love of near gu
ar a ntee wrapped around each package of
Puryear, Teitsr.'asere in Hazel Sat- Meudseo insures an Immediate refund of
full
cost
We
unless
you
are
completely sat.
urday shopping.
tele& You have everything to gain and
Mrs. Minnie White is confined to nothing to lose under this positive money
theagirsutatroaat;ef
t Mema from your
her room in North Hazel with b
illness.

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly
you

Paducah's Gift Store
For Men For
Over 69 Years

1g;
wit
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DRESSES FORMERLY

650
650

,DRESSES FORMERLY 7.95
NOW

;

DRESSES FORMERLY 6.50

398

NOW

Opening of
Air-Cured and One-Sucker-

Tobacco Market

RIM

a

AT MAYFIELD, THURSDAY, DEC, 12
Sales will be held at five Mayfield warehouses on that date
Other sales will be announced later
Directors of the Dark-Fired Tobacco Growers Association agreed that
their members may sell their dark-fired tobacco on any of these floors
this season. Independent growers may also sell over these floors
as usual.

•

4fr

lg OR

Watch for Opening Sales Dates on Dark-Fired
Market in Mayfield

•

DRESSES FORMERLY 3;98

Asthma Mucus

A Complete Selection

oughing, Gasping

MAYFIELD LOOSE LEAF FLOORS(INC.)
ENTERPRISE FLOORS
J. B. HUMPHRIES FLOORS
FARMERS LOOSE LEAF FLOORS
LIGON BROS. LOOSE LEAF FLOORS

•

7
N

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY

.4ili4g
.

0
)1

.,„r
71"ift-t
i,

Included in this group
are dresses by

Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton),
Pen 8c Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Silverware
West Side Court Squdre
vs

Fashionable L'Aiglons, taken from our early stock
have been placed in this reduced price group.

Ready-to-Wear . . . 2nd Floor

H.B. BAILEY' THE JEWELER

-ft

NMI

*Ws,

A

s4
.1.1ftio.

41.er.uw-o•

•

•O'

COPY FADED

5.

n

In All Modes

.
i
""
-•ir

•

•

198

NOW

114its' Ili5$II '1_5

wt.;

-••••1

if
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Let's Not Fail Now!
The report is out tnat the Calloway County Chapter of the Red
Cross, will this year. fall over 6300 short of the 1939 total, which was
only average of the years past
Whether the people fo Murray and this county have decided to
withdraw support from this worthy organization, or they "just haven't
thought" is ,not known—but we have until Saturday' to get our_ contri7._
butions in. Let's not fail now.
Then, too, the drive for the Seal sales to aid tuberculosis control
has started. School stucients will canvass the entire county. Let's not
turn, them away frmo our door, without first doifig our part to control
this dread disease one that has a high ration in Calloway county.

el?
Who would have 'dreamed
that the normally girl-shy Gubby
would shelter in his rooms a pair
of mad cap sorority misses and
even suffer them, albeit under protest to •masquerade in his clothes
and those of his roommate as they
sally forth on a secret expedition
to kidnap the precious boot themselves` To say that the long suffering Gubby is the Victim of circumstances is to put it midly. He
is also the victim of three giddy
fraternity brother and,, a hero-Worshipping freshman who are responsible for all the trdouble, of
near-sighted-bean Potter who ineffectually investigates the theft
and of the domineering lady president of the local historical society who goes on the warpath to
recover the stolen treasure.
From the moment that he shoulders the burden of guilt in order
to keep the campus football hero
in the game, G,ubby is everybody's
goat. Even after the boot kidnapers.have managed to save him
from disgrace and expulsion from
ege. he is left holding the bag.
,Ibuoyant, light-hearted college
comedy full of brisk action and
Laughter, - -Those in the cast are Gene Fairchild, Fred Wells, Joe Pat Ward,
George Ed Jones. J. Buddy Farm1.itt, Martha Jo Crass,
er. Buist
Josephine Farley, Irene Watkins,
Jane Hale, Brunda Sue Futrell,
arid Betty Pogue.

The sixth grade is. making booklets on "Life in the Middle Ages."
They expect to decorate their
We are very proud of the brave room with these interesting bookfight our Warriors put up against lets, the Hazel Lions last Tuesday night.
A Kentucky newspaper typical.
The first team was defeated by a of pioneer days is being prepared
margin of six points. 32-26. while
by the. seventh grade history class
our second team won by a score
The eighth graders are preparing a
of 25-21. We will welcome the "hall of fame" by making bookFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Concord quintet to our home floor lets of the farrieus men who did
Friday night, November M. Every-, most in building America.
A. V. Ravens, Minister
one Ls- cordially invited to be presWood from all the states in the
.,teern to
ent and help boost our .
Union has been ordered by tht•
-The Meek Heirs," will be the
victory.
Industrial Geography class and sermon subject of A. V. Havenv
The freshman class, sponsored will be used in carving a map of minister of the First Christian
by Mrs. Rye. will have a party the United States.
Church. at the morning Worship
Thursday night.
-Sophomore Claes Notes -service. next Sunday. The beauIn bidding farewell to Ruth and
As the year is rolling along with tiful organ prelude. played by Mrs.
Opal Smith. the juniors and seniors it's wars and happiness as well, the Frances Coleman
Johnson, will
gave a party in their honor last sophomore class of Almo High is begin promptly at 10:50.
WedneNday night Everyone re- progressing in a fine sprit.
"The Turning' Point," will be
grets our loss but wishes for ithern
We.congratulatethe former Miss the sermon subject at the Sunday
the best of luck _for the future. Mydelle Roberts. who was united night church service, which will
The juniors will present a 3-act in marriage to Macon Rickman on begin at 7:30.
mystery farce entitled "Hobgoblin November 23. *The bride Was,ia•' The Sunday School, led by
House". Saturday night, December member of this claw anal was"* Supt. it. L Wade. will meet Sun144. sponsored by Mr. Baugh. More very Popular -student. We wish day morning. at 9:30.
news concerning this play will ap- for the couple a long and happy
The Young People's Society of
.11-fe.. - - • -'
pear at a later date.
Christian Endeavor of which Miss
On Tuesday. November 26. the Emma Sue Gibson is president.
The first six. grades are preparing .a Christmas program to be class called a business meeting to Will meet Sunday evening at 6:30.
given just before our Christmas elect a new reporter. When the ,n the young people's parlor.
votes- were counted Miss Flossie
holidays.
The Tea-Talk will be held WedA unit on animal life has just : Puckett' was found to be the win- nesday night - at 7 o'clock at the
ner.
been completed by the first and
home- of the minister. All young
We are sorry to report the ill- people are cordially invited.
second grades. A motion picture
about ar.irr.als was also made in ness-cot Miss Rhoda' Nell Lee: a
member of this class. We wish
connection with this unit.
Mrs. Baugh's room has finisher for her a 'speedy recovery. We
their unit on Indian Life. Up to plan to send her a pot of flowers
the present they haven't started today.
We want to take the pleasure of
The sophomore project of calcie
another project.
mining the gymnasium is near thanking the people of this community . for being so kind and
completion.
helpful to us since. our home was
Debate Club
The Debate Club of Alma High recently destroyed by fire,'
Sincerely yours.
school was organized November
Mr. and Mrs. Blonco Ferguson
13, with the following officers
, being chosen:
• ,Mrs. Xiola Rye. sponsor: James - Dwsley county farmers are limRurkeen, president; Elva -Lena ing land to be seeded to alfalfa
Brandon, vice-president; M..
Roberts. se'cretary-trieasurer,
V. Jenkins., report'.
Other members are Norma Kuhn.
Oryille Kuhn, and Dortha Jean
Burks. •
We are sorry to lose our secretary-treasurer. Mydelle Roberts.
who was married Saturday- We
wish her the besi of luck.
The - club .met again Wednesday
with Mrs. Rye ahd discussed the
debate that was to be „giren over
the radio Friday. W
have decided to have a meeting every
Wednesday. We also plan to have
.seyeral .prattice debates before
for regular' debates so that
we'mar organize our speeches on
the main "question.

Almo High School •

Card of Thairks

Moved!

•
We are announcing ,
that our place of busi-i
ness has been moved,
to 12th St. at the Hazel'
highway.
We will continue to!
offer you efficient ser. time
vice.
•
Murray High Senior
News
Buy your Fireworks Dr. Frances Risks gave an extalk on "HO* to Develop
from a complete line cellent
Tour Personality" to the Senior
Ho'me.
Room
Wednesday morning
at new low prices dur- Tuesday night
the play cast wa_a
given a chili supper by J. Buddy
ing the holidays!
Farmer. Our senior play will be
!given December 5 at 7:30. The, ad•
mission is 10. 15. and 25 cents

t

SPECIAL!

LEON ROBERTS
— Grocery
Service Station

The play. "Girls Will Be Boys". is
a 3-act comedy. Who, would have
thought that Bubby Carter. the
college grind. majoring .in biology.
the lad Of solid worth, would have
been involved in the wildest plank
"or perpetrated. at Colfax College-of stealing its most sacred
!.e. the anelent boot of its found-

Face-to-Face
InAurante,.b; its v.ary nat'Jre.' is not somethiog•
to' be purchased •1,v mail or other rOnote
contacts.
_
kdeq'eate protection begins with adequate
knowledge of your individual needs. Your
require.mept, Tflgy change overicight. in event
of cJaim, You need Someone on the job at once.
As-local agents representing strong capitalized(stock) ir-iurance comptillies, we can i.five you
. expert, to-to-face service, 365 days of the
year.

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331
Fire

woo*,Or*Ori...roi

:

Casualty

:

Gatlin Bldg.
Bonding

"It Does Make a Difference
Who Writes Your Insurance"

•

Around Pine Bluff
Tilman Taylor filled his regular
appointment at Hickory Grove
Sunday.
Gathering corn is the order of
the day or was until weather conditions stopped it for - a while.
Otis Eldridge has bought the
Bob Parker
place near Cherry
Corner.
Several from around here have
gone to Detroit. Mrs. Cecil Slayers and children went last week
to join Cecil. Dallas Salyer left
last Saturday.
Dale Parker spent last weekend with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
R. R. Parker. Dale teaches school
at Ktittawa.
New Concord's basketball team
has ,lit.‘en successful so 'far as they
have won every game they have
played. Keep it up, boys! We are
back of you!
Mrs. L. N. Moody was hostess
to the Homemakers Club Monday, November 25. We are proud
of .our organization as we are
learning lots of things and having
a big time also. Come on, you
women who don't belong and
I know you.will like it.
There will be a pie supper at
Pleasant Valley December 7 for
the benefit of the Homemakers
Club. Every one is invited. 'There
will be lots of pies. So please
COME..

A. large crowd

attended

the

household shower sleet in honor
of Mt and Mrs Mason Thomas.
Master James Harold Steele has
been visiting his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Stubblefield, of
New Concord.
Carnet' Thomas and family of
Paducah spent the week-end with
their daughter, Mrs. .Orval Thurman and Orval and Charles Thurman.
- Willie--Pettersort ,is visiting his
nephew in CaliforniaWe were sorry to hear of the
death of Will Bailey. The family
has our sympathy.
Mildred Lassiter is working in
Murray. We wish her lots of
success.
It was too bad about Faye Roberts losing her purse. I hope the
one that finds it will be honest
enough to return it. I know she
will appreciate it.
• Mr. and Mrs. Everett Massey, of
Gilbertsville, spent the Thanksgiving holiday with his father,
Jeff Massey and her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Willoughby. Mrs.
Willoughby has been quite sick.
G. E. Bucy went to St. Louis,
Mo., last week to see his nephew,
Solon Bucy, who is in the army
there. He is stationed at Jefferson
Barracks.
I will see you at the pie supper
Saturday night, December 7, if
nothing happens. Don't disappoint
me. be sure and come to Pleasant
Valley School,

SPECIAL!
STARTING
ONE WEEK ONLY NOVEMBER
29

FILE FOLDERS (full cut or'/2 cut)
Regular

price

$1.40 per 100

SPECIAL
PRICE 95c Per 100
(Limited 100 to a Customer)
YELLOW SECOND SHEETS
Regular price 35c

per ream

SPECIAL
PRICE 21c Per REAM
(Limited 1 Ream to a Customer)
We Have a New Complete Stock of All Sizes and
Rulings in Ledgers, Journals, Cash Books, Time
Books, and Loose Leaf Binders and Ledger Sheets.
• •
We keep in stock at all times Ribbons for
ANY MAKE of Typewriter or Adding Machine

- KIRK A. POOL
Office Supplies and Equipment
Phone 20
Murray, Ky.
505 W. Main St.

a.
•

FRANKFORT, Ky., Nov. 28—
Competitive examinations fur State
Welfare Department positions were
held under supervision of the Merit
System Committee Saturday, November 23, in Ashland, Bowling
Green, Covington, Frankfort, Harlan, Louisville, Murray and Pikeville, according to J. P. Glasgow,
supervisor of examinations. Nearly 1,000 persons took the written

examinations which will be followed for those passing by oral
examinations, Glasgsiw said.
Examinations for Series 1, General—clerical, stenographic, typing
positions and business machine
operators will be held Saturday,
November 30, Glasgow said. Apof
plietatme
nts aw
ad
illoe.
notified by mail

workers: and unemPlonstont com•
pensation commission positions.
Top dressing with potash gave
extra growth of alfalfa on several
Rowan county farms.

DR. C. C. KEMPER

DENTIST
Mayfield, Kentucky
The remaining series, 2, 3, 5, and
6 are tentatively scheduled for DeiNext'toii. C. Penney Cu)
cember 14. These series include,
Phone 205
South St.
West
accounting, statistical, informational and nursing; child , welfare
-1•1111111111Millaa
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ATTENTION
Member & Non-Member Growers
TO MEMBER GROWERS: As we are now in position to receive and
handle your tobacco in the same manner as in the past, we very cordially invite you to deliver and market your 1940 crop with us.
TO NON-MEMBER GROWERS: Since we are now also in position to
receive and handle your tobacco, ca. well as that of member growers,
we earnestly solicit the handling of your tobacco this season, also.
We deeply appreciate the patronage of the vast number of tobacco
growers whose crops we have handled during the past year, and assure
you our continued very best efforts in the future in obtaining the highest
and best price possible for your tobacco.
We are now open to receive and make liberal loans on the delivery of
your tobacco.

Same Location - Same Management - Same Accommodations
Same Floor Management
Same Office Force

Large Brick Warehouse
Just Across Railroad on Depot Street

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

HANDLERS OF
Association Members And Non Members' Tobacco
ler 41t

FARMERS—Get That Xnias Money You Need!

eady CASH Advances
on Your Tobacco!
We are now receiving tobacco and will give liberal advances on tobacco delivered to our barn.
We arc ready to receive your tobacco and respectfully solicit your business. Just as soon as
your crop is ready, bring it in — Get the money you'll need for Old Santa!

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
Bunnie Farris, Manager
2nd and Maple Streets
Phone 337
Res. 552
We Receive Day and Night
,
Big New Barn -- Inside Driveway
Warm Stalls
Association Members Get Top Advances on Our Floor
I On here to accommodate the tobacco growers of the Western District, and we are prepared to
give you BEST PRICES FOR YOUR TOBACCO. °
- Bunnie Farris,*Mgr.

••••••,,,
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(500 sheets)

Merit Exams Are
Held Here Saturday
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MRS HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

Copy for this page should be submitted not later thaw Tuesday
atterneosi each week.

Farley-Ferrara Marriage Vows Are
* Read At Home CeremonyThe marriage of Miss Ann Lee
Farley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Farley, and Carl Ferrara,
son of Mrs. Marie Ferrara of
Asbury Park, N. J., was solemnized
at six o'clock on Saturday evening, November 23, at the home of
the
bride's parents on
Poplar
Street. The single ring ceremony
was read by the Rev. A. V. Havens; pastor of the First Christian
Church in the presence of the nnmediate families.
The vows were said in the archway between the living and dining rooms with a background of
ferns, yellow and white chrysanthemums and white tapers burning in crystal candelabra.
The
light from many tapers furnished
the sole ithunniation in the rooms.
Miss Jane Seay was the bride's
only attendant, and James Nanney
of Fultem attended the groom as
best man_
The bride chose for her wedding
a tirOck of army blue wood with
gold trim and black accessories.

She wore a corsage of Better Times
roses and stephanotis. Miss Seay's
frock was of black wood with red
accesosries, and her corsage was
of red rosebuds.
An informal reception was held
following the ceremony, after which
the bride and -groom left on a
southern motor trip.
Mrs. Ferrara is a graduate of
Murray High School in the class
Of 1037, and is a Junior at Murray
State College.
She is popular
among a wide circle of friends.
Mr. Ferrara is also a Junior at
Murray State and a fullback on
the Thoroughbred team. He has
his
been a class officer since
freshman year. On their return to
Murray Mr. and Mrs. Ferrara will
be at home on 16th Street and will
continue their studies at Murray
State.
Out-of-town guests for the wedding were Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Swor and son, David of Ashland,
Miss Virginia Neblett and F. Y.
McGinness of Memphis.

The Most
Appreciated

XMAS
GIFT
LOOK...
a fine gift a portrait of you would be—It's
a low cost gift with individuality and finesse. The
prices are so low that you can easily afford the
best gift, for your closest friends.
What

MEYERS' STUDIO
West Side of Court Square

INF

mamma is

Club Hostess
Ur*, Hal Houston was hostess
Monday afternoon to members of
her. bridge club and the following
guests: Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,
Jr., and Mrs. Roy Stewart.
The club prize for high score was
awarded Mrs. John Miller and the
guest high tb Mrs. Stubblefield.
A salad plate was served at the
conclusion of the game.

PHONE 247, PLEASE

Music Club Hears
Splendid Program
Mrs. George Gatlin. Miss Eleanor
Gatlin and Mrs. Joe T. Parker were
hostesses Tuesday evening for the
regular meeting of the Music Club
at the club house on Vine St. Mrs.
G. B. Scott presided over the business session.
The subject for the evening was
"Contropuntal Writing." A paper
prepared by Miss Rubie Smith was
read by Mrs. Joe Gartog. The
Girls Glee Club of the college under the direction of Prof. Price
Doyle entertained with several
numbers including "My Heart, It
Seemed, Was Dying," by Palestrine; "April Is In My Mistress'
Face,- by Morley; "Jehovah, I
Would Sing Thy Praise," BachLuvaas; "Hymn of Thanksgiving."
Ronansinga; and "Medley of Six
Rounds."
Mr. Clair R. McGavern played
beautifully "Fugue" from Sonata
in G minor by J. S. Bach, which
was originally written for unaccompanied violin and transcribed
for piano by Leopold Godowsky.
The hostesses served delightful
refreshments during the social hour,
• • • ••
Engagement
Is Announced
Mrs. J. R. Phillips of Hardin announces the engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter. Laura Inez, to William Earl
Daily, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Daily of Warren, Ohio. The dateof the wedding will be announced
later.
Miss Phillips is a graduate of
Ashland high school and is a former student of Murray State College.
re Mr. Daily graduated from Harding
high school, Warren, Ohio, and attended Youngstown College. He
now holds a position with Brainard Steel Co., of Warren, Ohio.
• • • •.
Misses Abut Entertain Baptist
Student Union Council
Misses- Elaine and Oneida Ahart
entertained the members of the
BSU Council Tuesday night at
their home with an informal party.
The evening was spent in playing games, social conversation and
music.
Delightful refreshments of home
made candy, popcorn and fruit
were served to the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Churchill,
Frances Shelton,
Jerry Dossett,
Saunders,
Matilda
Quiery. Sue
Sue and Elizabeth Upchurch, Beulah Ray Floyd. Billy Jones, H. L.
Martin, Huland
Hardy. Walter
Richey, Joe Ward, Hugh Thomas
McElrath, Paul Lemons and the
hostesses.

With Philco's cooperation, we're
celebrating the 15 Millionth
Philco in a Great Jubilee Sale!
Free gifts—special values—liberal allowances, all arranged for
this event and good only while
it lasts. Don't miss this opportunity to SAVE!

i425°
Mlle° 231111. Big,fullsize console. 6-tube ACDC Circuit, Built-In
Aerial System. New,
Oversize Speaker.
10101.00 263K. New
Overseas Wave-Band.
Built-In American and
Overseas Aerial System.
7 Tubes. 6 Electric
Push -Buttons. Many
other ntw features.
MIK° 21101. N e w
Overseas Wave-Band.
Built-In American and
Overseas Aerial System.
8 Tubes. 8 Electric
Push -Buttons. Many
other new femora
• . and

with each of these Big-Value Consoles
You Get a Handsome
ELECTRIC CLOCK

FREE!

•

Yes, a valuable Sessions self-startifig Electric Clock absolutely free,
. offer limited!
Hurry

PHILCO PT-87
PORTABLE

PHILCO
TRANSITONE

Social ealendaiFriday, November 29
The Mother-Teacher Club of the
First Christian Church will meet
at the church at 2:30 p. m.
Saturday, November 30
Mrs. Pogue Outland will be
hostess to her bridge club at 2:30
o'clock.
Monday, December 2
The Monday afternoon bridge
club' will meet with Mrs. Charles
Hire.
Tuesday, December 3
The general meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian Service will be held at two o'clock
at the First Presbyterian Church.

Book and Thimble
Club Meets
Mr,
. Herman Ross was hostess
yesterday afternoon to th eBook
and Thimble Club. The hours were
devoted to needlework and conversation.
•
The hostess served a delightful
The Presbyterian Auxiliary will party plate.
meet at 2:30 p. m. with Mrs. T.
G. Rogers on the Coldwater road. Service Club
Meets Tuesday
The Delta Department of the
Tha Service ChM of the First
Woman's Club will have their anChristian Church met Tuesday aftnual Christmas party at the club
ernoon at the home of Mrs. A. B.
house at 7:30 p. m.
Austin with Mrs. Harry Broach as
Wednesday, December 4
co-hostess.
The regular meeting of the P-TA
Mrs. L. W. Lennox conducted the
will be held at three o'clock at the business session and Mrs. Zelna
high school auditorium.
Carter the devotional. The disa
ciple reading was given by Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Stewart will be Guthrie Churchill,
hostess to the Wednesday afterThe Service Club gift was prenoon bridge club at two-thirty sented Mrs. Lennox.
o'clock.
A party plate was served at the
Thursday, December 12
conclusion of the program to the
The Garden Club will meet for 22 members present.
•••••
a Christmas party at the club
house on Vine Street at 7:30. Please Wes Manor
note change trona December 5 to
Compliments Visitor
12.
Mt- Roberta Manor had guests
for la eakfast at her apartment Saturday morning in compliment to
Miss Gatlin Gives
her guest, Miss Ada T. Higgins of
Coca Cola Party
Miss Eleanor Gatlin was hostess Clayton, Mo.
Covers were laid for Miss HigSaturday,_ morning at a coca cola
party atStier home honoring several gins, Mrs. B. 0. Langston, Mrs. C.
S.
Lowry, Miss Ma:garret 'Campstudents who were home trona colbell, Miss Mamie Whitnell, Miss
lege for the holidays.
Those present were Misses Mari- Frances Sexton, Miss Lola Clayton
lyn Mason, ,Ann Richmond, Jane Beale. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr., Mrs.
Richards of Paris, Ky., Ruth Rich- R. M. Mason. Mrs. Robert Broach,
mond, Isabel
Waldrop, Patricia Miss Margaret Graves and Mrs,
Mason, Jane Veal and Rolene Will Moore Beale.
Crawford.
Betty Yancey and Bill Rowlett
Celebrate Tenth Birthday
Daughter of Former Murray
Betty Yancey and Bill Rowlett
Resident Dies in Jackson
celebrated
their tenth birthday with
Word was received here Tuesday
of the death of Miss, Mary Virginia a party at the home of Mrs. John
Collie, 17-year-old daughter of Mrs. Rowlett. The basement recreation
Virgie Collie and the late Clyde room was attractively decorated
Collie, who formerly made their for the occasion and games shrere
home in Murray. Miss Collie died played.
The appointments of the long reat their home in Jackson, Tenn.,
freshment table were' in the birthfollowing e lingering illness.
Funeral services were conducted day motif. Two embossed birthday
Wednesday afternoon by Dr. Boone cakes „held ten burning candles
at the First Baptist church in Jack- each and a smaller cake held one
son, with burial in the city ceme- large candle to grow on. Favors
were arranged at each place and
tery.
Those from Murray who attend- an ice course was served by Mrs.
Rowlett
and Mrs. A. F. Yancey.
ed the funeral were Mrs. Irve
The guest list included JacqueBrewer,:Harold Gilbert, and Gene
Brewer. the latter two serving as line Sharborough, Nancy Wolfson,
pallbearers. Mrs. Collie is an aunt Mary Ann Wolfson, Ann Lowry,
of Mrs. Brewer and Boyd Gilbert JacqUlthe Wear, Jerry Williams,
Gus Robertson, Jr., Jolthnie Mcof Murray.
Ivor, Sam Elliott, and William Mc•• •••
Eirgth.
Miss Jennings and
Mr. Farris Are Wed
Sexton and Marcum to
The marriage of Miss Betty Lou
e4
ented
ai
in Senior Recital
Jennings of Paris, Tenn., and Cecil I
Miss
Jane Sexton, pianist, daughFarris was solemnized on Saturday
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. J. D. Sexton
evening, November 23, at the home
of Joe Pace of Hardin. The young of Murray, and Miss Thelma Marcouple left for a northern honey- cum of Louisville, soprano, will be
moon following which they will be presented in their senior recital on
at home with his parents, Mr. and Monday evening. December 2, at
Mrs. Bunnie Farris on Elm Street. 8:15 o'clock in the college audiThe groom is manager of C. B. totilum.
AA a special feature on the proFarris Tobacco Company and assistant manager of Farris Loose grit& Miss Patricia Mason and Miss
Marcum will sing, in costume, a
Leaf Floor.
duet from "Lakme" by Delibes.
The public is cordially invited
Hobby, Club
to attend.
Is Entertained
Mrs. W. B. Davis was at home
yesterday afternoon to members of
the Hobby Club. The hours were
spent informally, and the hostess
was presented a lovely gift from
the club members.
Miss Bess McNamee of Grand
Junction, Tenn., was a guest.
Delightful
refreshments
were
served at the conclusion of the
afternoon.
The next meeting Will be with
Mrs. W. H. Brooks on
20.
••• •
Home Department Melia'
At Club House
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met at the
club house on Wednesday afternoon, November 20, with Mrs. Loren
Admas, Mrs. W. J. Gibson, Mrs, J.
Mack Jenkins, Mrs. W. H. Mason
and Mrs. C. C. Duke as co-hostesses.
The chairman, Mrs. A. F. Doran,
presided over a short business session.
The interesting program consisted of an American'Antique Forum.
each number appropriately illustrated.- Mrs. Carlisle Ctitchin discussed "Furniture." Mrs. tred
Shultz "Old Glass," and Mrs. Fred
Gingles "Old China".
The beauty corner arranged by
Miss Cappie Beale. Mrs. L. R. Putnam, Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins and
Mrs. C. H. Bradley was most attractive, showing Tha4rilcsgiving decorations for table and mantel.
During the social-fieur,Wfreshments repeating the Thanksgiving
motif were served by the hostess.
•••• •
Shower Compliments
Mrs. Davis
Mrs. W. B. Davis was honor guest
on Friday afternoon when Mrs.
Harry Jenkins and Mrs. Leon Grogan were hostesses at a shower at
the home of the former. The hours
were spent in Conversation and
games. The lovely gifts were openea and admired, after which a delightful salad plate was served.
Those present and sending gifts
included Mrs. W. B. Davis, Mrs.

pecember
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Battery Radios — Radio Repair Dept., T. J. Smith

South Side Court Square

Murray,

Kentucky

Do you suffer periodically from
headaches, nervousness, irritability, cramp-like pain?
If so, here's good pews! These
may be symptoms of functional
dyresrnarrhea due to malnutrition,
often helped by CARDtil.
,CARDUI usually increases appetite and the flow of gastric juice;
so aids digestion and helps buildup
strength, energy, physical resistance. Resultformany is fes.speriodic
distress. Or you ray find this also
helps ease your periodic discomfort:
Take CARDUI a few dnys before
and during "the time." 50 years 'of
use and popularity invite your'
confidence in C.k1TinUl.

Smith Bros. Cough Drops are the
only drops containing VITAMIN A
Tium

Carolyn Alton, and the honoree. public is cordially invited to atThose sending gifts were Mrs. tend.
Maids Allbritteri, Mrs. Shelia Strader, Mrs. Larue Thompson, Mrs.
Emma Newton, Mrs. Ovie Lawrence, Mrs. Ida Linn, Mrs. Bettie
Alton, Bob Alexander, and MarThe fallowing patients were adcelle Cooper.
mitted to the Keys-Houston Clinic
Hospital this week:
Little Miss Wanda Wisehart
John Houston, Route 7: Miss
Honored On Birthday
Cochran. Lynn Grove;
Jeittle °Miss Wanda Wisehart was Reba Jo
Rather, Murray Route
complimented Sunday, November Mrs. J. R.
Crutcher, Model, Tenn.;
24, on the occasion of her fifth 1; _W. J.
Herndon,
near Murray;
birthday by a bountiful dinner Mrs. Van
Murray;
given by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Kitty Hays, near
Nollie Wisehart.
4,,,••••••••mk
Pinner was served to Wanda
Wisehart, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Alton, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Linn,
Miss Marcelle Cooper, Miss Christine Patrick, Miss Imogene Linn,
and Mr. and Mrs. Rollie 'Wisehart.
Afternoon
callers were
Mrs.
Myrtle Walker, Miss - Hattie McLean, and Miss Dorothy Jean
Alton.

Clinic Hospital Notes

Vitamin A (Carotene) raises the resistance of
mucous membranes of nose and throat to
cold infections, when lack a resistance is due to Vitamin A deficiency.

,t

Mrs. J. D. Wall, Murray; Joe

Bruce
Wilson, Concord, Mrs. W. Hutson,
Murray; Baby Hutson, Murray;
Otho Winchester, near Murray:
Mrs. L. G. Acree, Model, Tenng'''
Harry Cunningham, Murray Route
7; Dalton Price, Murray.
Those dismissed are as follows:
Mrs. Dennis Lamb, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. C. C. Clayton, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. M. 0. Crouch,
Lynn Grove; Mrs. Sam Grider,
Murray; Mrs. B. Lovett, near Almo;
Baby Lovett, near Almo.

HOLD

That Smile
For Fifty
Years.

Kirksey Mother's Club To Meet
December .4
The Kirksey Mother's Club will
meet for its regular monthly meeting December 4. The following
program will be given:
Song-Club.
Devotional Exercise, Mrs. Carl
Usrey.
program-Fifth and Sixth Grades.
"What Toys Mean to a Child,"
Mrs. Hallet Dunn.
Reading-Mrs. Ottis Patton.
Recreation-Mrs. Ralph Ray.
The club met November 6 with
30 members present.
On Saturday night, November
30, the club will
.present a 2-act
play as well as, other entertainment. The proceeds are to be
used for building a new walk. The

Can't do it?
Well, a Photograph of you will. It will make the
Ideal Christmas Gift, one that only you can give.
Make an appointment now and solve five of your
gift problems with our Christmas Special.
One 8x10 and Four 3x4 Photographs for $4.00

Love's Studio
Phone 92-J

North 4th S.

—

Drastic Price Reductions

SPECIAL SALE
'"'l

-

DORIS DODSON

NELLY DON

Only a few more days to select your favorites
from wools, crepes, jerseys, flannels, and spun
rayons. These are the latest styles in wine,
soldier blue, moss green,:v black and brown.
Attractive patterns in stripes and cheeks.'

Dresses Formerly $10.95

750

Now
Dresses Formerly $7 95

650

Now
Dresses Formerly $6 50

450

Now

Included in This Collection

ONE RACK BETTER DRESSES
Values

$10.95

Now

$ 2.95

Pre-Holiday

Millinery Event

"Build-U"
p for Women
Helps Avoid Distress

...don't cough! Get pleasant relief from a
cough due to a cold with Smith Brothers
Cough Drops-Black or Menthol-Sr.

Johnson -Fain Appliance Co.
56

Mr. And Mrs. Nellie Wisehart
Honored With Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Nollie Wisehart
were complimented' with a surprise miscellaneous shower at their
home, Friday afternoon, November
22.
Many nice and useful gifts were
received by the honorees. Delightful refreshments were served
to the guests.
Those present were Mrs. Eulah
Alton, Mrs. Audio Linn, Mrs. Lucy
Tidwell, Mrs Mollie Thomgson,
Mrs. Velda Alton, Mrs. Myrtle
Walker, Mrs. Maud Bucy, Mrs,
Lula White, Mrs.'. Annie White,
Mrs. Adra Alexander, Mrs. Pauline Bucy, Mrs. Dollie Linn, Mrs.
Odell Alton, Mrs. Gertie Alexander, Mrs. Earline Turner, Mrs.
Ella Alexander. Mrs. Hazel Alton,
Miss Hattie McLean, Miss Sylvia
Thompson,
Alton,
Pearl
Miss
Alton,
Oneta
White, Katherine
Miirgueritte White, Mary Steele,
Sue Underwood, Jimmy Alton

ONT BARK

$
19
95
Drift- r y

Phone

.a
Dewey.. Ragsdale, Mrs. Sally St.
7olus, Mrs. Fred Shultz, Mrs. Boyd
Gilbert, Mrs. Bill Parkins, Mrs.
Ardell Knight, Mrs. F. E. Crawford,
Mrs. B. F. Sherffius, Mrs. Ethel
Bowden, Mrs. W. H. Whitnell, Mrs.
Paul Gholson, Mrs. Dewye Nelson,
Mrs. Lewis Waggoner, Mrs. M. G.
Forster. Mrs. H. C. Curry, Mrs.
Will Ed Whitnell, Mrs. I. H. Key,
Mrs. Bob Farley, Mrs. Effie Watson, Mrs. Garland Neal, and Mrs.
Sallie Johnson and the hostesses.

OF BETTER HATS

1-2 PRICE
•

VALUES TO $5.00

Special Prices
ON
'Winter

Copts

100

GladysScottShop
Murray, Kentucky

East Side Square

•
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health injured by res.
!Ledger & Times office before the!
County Jail Again „f theor
being confined in a jail
I game we cannot give you the 'Ares;
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
'hat cannot be kept in a sanitary
in this write-up. Let us hope that I
We commend the jailor
Is Condemned by ,,rid:tion
Hazel will continue her winning
for keeping it in as good condi- FOR SAE-1 Registered Jersey FOR RENT
Two unfurnished streak and down the Warriors by.
old.
tion
Well
as
years
he
does
Bull.
2
briske
and
we
rooms,
to
feel
that
and
close
it
business
section
By Grand Jury is entirely unfit for prisoners to quiet Also one fresh co* and , Murray. Tel. 46e3 for information. asthe large
a majority as they did!
Wildcats. In winning
The following is a report of the
Grard Jury_ which just f.nished
Os Work last week:
To The Judge Of The Calloway
- Circuit Court:
-We. tho members of the Grand
Juts. of Calloway County tot the
November Term.' 1940. would respectfully report that we have
finished our labors, have indicted
in those cases where we were able
is
receive
sufficient
evidence:
-some eases -were passed and others
not indicted.
-We would further report that
we have, on today, visited the jail
of Calloway County and we find
same to be in a deplorable eszondition. we, feel that it is unsafe and
urrestise for prisoners to be kept in
said jail for the reason that in its
present condition it cannot be kept
sanitary and prisoners who are
confined therc:n run the risk of

111111111111101111M1IMMO

EVERY DAY
PENNY SAVER
Phone 204 T. L. Smith, Mgr.
Bartzain Look
Pricesat these!
are still in
effect.
LOG17cCABIN
SYRUP
and 33c
IVORYBarsSOAP
2 Large
for 15c
ato'clock
the store
on Saturday
atofBe the
for
the
drawing
$5.00
lucky
number.
Someone
will
get
it!
It may
be
Trade the New Way Save Pennies EveryDay!
3

you!

2111111111110111911111111111111

be confined in it and we earnestly
recommend to the Fiscal Court of
Calloway County, that they take
immediate steps while St is possible
to receive some grants from
Federal Government to have anep
jail erected in this county.
feel_ that th:s jail in its presen
conditiori, not
only
is unsafe.
and unsanitary but is a disgrace to
Calloway County and as long as
the , Fsiscal Court fails to do anything about it Calloway County
Will he- considered as unprogressive and rot doing what they should
with reference to the public buildings of the County.
"We ask the Court that this report be published in the newspaper, that all the Citizenship of
the County may know how this
Grand Jury feels abeut the condition - of the Jail and what the Fiseel
Courlo-should do.
'Witness this the 22nd day of
November. 1940.

others to be fresh soon.
McKinney. Hazel. Ky.,
3. Highway No. 95.

T. E.1
Route FOR RENT-4-room house with
le bath. on Olive Street. See Aubrey Farmer or call 150. lp
NOTICE-I aunt about to make
Thither
Oak
final settlement of the estate of WANTED-White
for
making
whiskey
Sarah C. Holcomb. All parties suitable
holding claims against this estate staves. Will buy large or small
are hereby nofified to file same tracts or by the cord delivered
with me or with Judge John W. on our mill yard Paris. Tenn.
Clopton. This Nov. a 1940. S. Phone or write B. C. Gilgure Co.
tfc
F. Holcomb.
D5p Paris. Tenn.

WANT TO RENT-2
House. Phone 244.

or

3-room
lc

fiospital News

Enterprise Meat Mills, "Keen CutPatients admitted to the Mason
ter- Butcher Knives. "Keen Kutter" Scissors, "Keen Kutter" Axes Memorial Hospital last week are
follows:
as
are the best.
Sexton Douglass
Nell Suiter, Murray; Tommy GarHdw. Co.
lc
ner, Brandon: J. T. Harris. PalmRENT-Furnished
FOR
garage ersville, Tenn.; Margaret Purdom,
apartment with hot
water
on Murray; Mrs. V. N. Allbritten.
Miller Ave. 100 yards from Col- Murray; Mrs. Joe Meador, Murray;
lege campus. Phone 276. J. G. Tommy Hutchens. Murray; Mrs.
Glasgow..
tfc Geo. Nobles. Murray; Mrs. R. B.
dtuttgomdry.
Tenn.;
McKenzie,
AUCTION SALE-I will on Sat- TOmmie Alexander, Murray; HarE M Lamb
urday. Dec. 7. offer for sale at old Garland, Model, Tenn.: Mrs. D.
Foreman"
rity home Vs miles East of Mur- E. Henderson, Hardin: Mrs. G. A.
ray on Pine Bluff road, household Sullivan. Paris. Tenn.; Henry Copefurniture, corn and hay. Wilson land, Palmersville. Tenn.
Shaw.
D5p
Patients dismissed from the hospital during the past week includROOMS FOR RENT-On first ed Mrs. Ray Austih, Murray; Baby
entrance.
private
Mrs. Austin, Murray: Mrs. Clinton AtThe first grades are starting a flOoi;
Christmas play. "In the Doll Shop," Edgar Overby, 507 South Sixth kins. Murray; Margaret Purdom,
lp Murray; Tommy Garner, Brandon;
to be given the day before we Street.
dismiss for the Yuletide holidays. FOR RENT-1 Furnished apart- Oscar Skaggs, Murray; Mrs. Clifton Brown, Murray; Mrs. Geo.
The Concord Redbirds met the ment. private entrance, electriThe sale of $550 worth of
Nobles. Murray; Tommy Hutchens,
Faxon quintet last. Tuesday night cally equipped. bath. heat. Mrs.
from one acre shows what can be
Murray;
Wade
Garland.
Model,
on our floor and won by a score T. L. Smith.'
done with a fall garden, says Counlc Tenn.
The second team was
ty Agent Gray H. Williams of Harof 44-15
also victorious , by a '17-13 -ecore. FOR SALE-About 50 bales good
lan county. This record was made
Births
by John Wesley in Harlan county.
The Birds will -travel to Almo Fri- Red Top Hay. priced right to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Meador
the
sell. Dick Miller, Hazel, Ky. lc
day.night.
parents of a son, William Robert.
Ar. old-time Fiddlers Contest FOR
SALE or ' RENT-5-room 7 pounds and 1 ounce, born Nowill be held here Saturday night.' house Also car
Phone 598.1. tfc vember 23.
_November 30
A large crowd is
Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Allbritten
expected and there will be plenty FINE SELECTION of Baldwin Murray, are parents of a daughter.
of entertainment. Come and bring pianos and other makes. Used Mary Judith. five pounds and 12
your fiddle and win one of the piarsas from $2000 up. McLaugh- ounces. born November 24.
prizes that will be offered.
lin and Smiley, 618 Broadway,
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Henderson,
N28c of Hardin, are the parents of a
We the undersigned land ownA singing convention will be Paducah, Kentucky.
daughter.
held here Sunday. December 1
Frances
Melanie, six ers hereby notify and warn the
wife
-Buy
SPECIAL
a
Kirby
your
hunting
public that we do not
quarpounds and seven and . one-half
There will be three visiting
wish any hunting on our land
tets and the high school trio for Vacuum Cleaner for Xmas. For ounce, born November 25.
nor trapping, without first getting
special Music. A large out-of-the- this week until Monday. Dec 2.
our permission.
county crowd is expected to at- I winmake a special price on one
machine
you
only
want
a
If
good
Anyone caught hunting on our
nd
Kirby. call me at once for dempremises without our permission
onstration.
Noah
McDaniel,
Here
all back from our will be prosecuted as is made and
Phone 419R.
lc Thanksgiving vacation, which was provided by law in such cases.
enjoyed by teachers as well as
Given under our hands this 28
eTREAMLIN= nu WRECKER students. During
the vacation we day of November. 1940.
SERVICE, New equipment. 24- lost one of our junior_students and
J. T. Hendon, G. B. Bailey, R.
hour. fast_ dependable_ Wrecker first teatn basketball players, Wil- N. McCuiston. J.
R. Hendon, W.
Service. Charges reasonable. Day mer Ray Dunn. Nevertheless, we B. Osbron, W. R. Young, W. E.
phone 97: Night phone 543-W. gained four more students:- Mau- Dick, J. E. Dick. H. H. Miller. 0.
Porter Motor Co.. Chevrolet Sales zon, Nora. Bobby Joe, and Don 'P. Garner. H. C. McClure, Jesse
tf Moore. We are happy to welcome McClurf, II. R. Wisehart, A. L.
and Service
• them to Hazel High School. es
Grubbs, R. -J. Smith Gardie LassLast Tuesday night week:
FOR RENT-Store and dwelling
iter, H. W. Winchester, M. 0
with garage and cream station. hard-fighting
Hazel
bask
11 Winchester, Ben Bell, W. C. Dunn,
Also large garden
See Mrs. W. team trounced Lynn Grove's Wild- J. C. Parker, W. D. McCuiston, C
C. Dunn. Route 2, Murray, Ky. cats 45-20. A large crowd from P. McCuiston, Geo. Bonner, R. F
Located at Penny
tic Hazel attended.
Tuesday night Mohundro, A. P. Muhundro, HerAlmo's Warriors came to Hazel. man
Montgomery,
MontJoe
RADIO SERVICE-All Work tithes Secause this news must he at. the
gomery,
anteed. Member of Radio Mfg.
Service. T J Smith. at JohnsonFain
tfc

Concord School
News

Hazel High School

we are

10 LBS FOR
ONIONS
15c
TURNIPS, Nice Size, 10 lbs. for
15c
English Walnuts & Pecans, lb. . 19c, 23c & 25c
ORANGES, 216 Size, Nice, Dozen
15c
GRAPtFRUIT "Size 8 25c
CORN, Pride of Illinois, 3 No. 2 Cans
28c
RICE, Whole Head. 5 lbs. for
19c
SUGAR CANE SYRUP, Gallon
59c
GOOD SORGHUM Gallon 59c
CGUNTRY DRY APPLES, lb.
10c
CHERRIES, Red Pitted, NNo. 2 Can
9c
POTATOES, Pk. 15 lbs. 20c; 100 lbs. . $1.15
COUNTRY BACON Gond, 1.13. 12c
CHEE$E, American Loaf, 2 lb. Box
FIGORO MEAT SUGAR CURE, 10 lb. can . 43c
79c
Country Gent.
20c
GREEN BEANS No. I Can 3 for 10c
P & G or OCTAGON SOAP, 3 Bars for
10c
CRACKERS, Fancy Paradise, 2 lbs. 21c; 1 lb. 13c
r-tiLL.
SUGAR PURE CANE_ 10"s. 45c
PORK & BEANS, No. 1 Tall Can
Sc '
COFFEE, Maxwell House. 1 lb.
24c
BOLOGNA, Lb.
12c
ROLLED OATS 2
WOODBURY SOAP, 4 Bars
Mc
Great Northern BEANS,
10 lbs. for
39c
.
Clear Lake FLOUR, 24 lbs.
55c ,
SLICED BACON D1 XI,E•dl.B. 20c
OCTAGON POWDER tb•-50.4P, 3 for .. 10c
APPLES, Nice Red, Bushel
4 OLEO, The Good Kind, lb. 85c; Peck - - 25c
MATCHES Carton of 6 BOXES 15c
•: Good Used LARD CANS, 2 for
35c
SODA,SALT or MATCHES, 3 for
10c
BLACK PEPPER, Lb.
15c
5 GALLONS 45c
.1 KEROSENE
I4, STOVE
STOVE PIPE
or ELBOWS,
2 for
25c
DAMPERS,
Each_ll
..
15c
4 STOVES
$1.69,
..
$2.59,
$2.79
and
$3.95
NA114,' 6's and up, 6 lbs.-for 25c
MOTOR OIL 2 GALLON CAN 89c
,.,-,--„,:---,---,,,..../12„/„.,,,_,,,.4.„„.......
for

I.

TOBACCO. 7 oz

a

ELECTRIC RANGE FOR SALE at
a sisargain. Inquire at Ledger St
tic

Murray Food Market

APARTMENT FOR RENT-Private
bath and furnace heat. G. A.
Murphey. 1202 W. Main St.
tic

Phone 12

Large Apartment 'available Jan,uary 1. Small apartment available
now. Steam heat, private bath.
furnished.
Both
D.
Mrs. J.
Rowlett.
tfc
LOST-Round change purse with
a zipper containing $22 or $23 in
bills and some change. Lost between Wells Purdom Hardware
Store and curb in front of TurBeauty Shop. Finder
ner-Orr
please return to Miss Fay. Roberts.
Murray-Pine Bluff road, Hamlin,
Ky., and receive reward, or leave
at Turner's - Store.
lp
NOTICE TOBACCO GROWERSLet us truck your tobacco to market--1-4 cent per pound.
Also
will deliver Burley tobacco to
HopkinSville or Bowling. Green.
Best prices. M. G. Richardson &
Co., Murray Auto Parts.
lp

•

01`,11/1•13, eiusnei

Zti..op

I4-oz. Boxes

15c

i

10c

"ii

•k
•ss

s

i

FOR RENT- Two unfurnished
rooms at 206 North 5th St. Call
at this number for information. lp

Swann's Grocery

24-PHONES-25

Texas Seedless Oraperruit
2 for
2k
le,for
__ Sc
Larger Size. S for
Juicy Florida Oranges,
12c and 20c
Dozen
Fresh Coconuts .
Sc to 7c
Fancy Paper Shell Pecans
Per Pound
15c and 20e
Turnips 6 lbs.
lie
Half Bushel
311e
-Nice Red or Yellow Apples
Per Gallon
15e
Cooking Apples, Gallon
lee
Rig Delicious
2 for Sc
for 5e
Onions, 10 lbs.
2.9e
snow King Baking Powder
Two 10e Cans for
lle
Ohio River Salt. 100 lbs.
ft0e
Great Northern Beane 6 lbs.
25c
Peaches, No. V, Can
Georgia
10c; California _. 15e
Del Monte Halves
17c
Temple Garden Salad Dressing
'Per Quart
Wonder Fluff
•
25e
Good Country Lard, II lbs.
513e
4 Pounds
25c
Sc Butler Finger Bar lc if you
buy 1 Bal7-itath Bar for
'Good time for country sausageLet us select some for you.
We have tender beet nice chlekens
and other fancy meats

GUARANTEED

E

New

FOODS

•
Large
BARS

SOAP Ivory 32 LARGE BOXES 25c

OXYDOL OR RINSO
37c
PEACHES C. Cllmuobnotre No.C,2:n,15c WFHROELEESTFIOENEELED 2No. 2lk Cans 25c
Standard Pack
2C.NColu2b
)
e No. 2
KFarn°cgyers Cans
Sifted
J Cans
PURE
AE SUGAR 25 lb. Cloth Bag $123 10 POUNDS BULK 47c
or BOKA
57c
greens FLOUR Kroger's
24 Lb. C.SackClub 79c AVONDALE
24 Lb. Sack
SPOTLIGHT
42nc
CtcLb.
FRENCH
COFFEE KyraocgepraisckCed.CILub.2qc
15c lb. bag3 JU
Lb. 19c 3baglb. JJ
J
Large
Hostess Brand
CORNMEAL 10 lb. sack 19c
2
NOTICE
ROLLED
10c
OATS
2
:B1
Kroger's C. Club
and
Choice
Seedless
WARNING
APPLE BUTTER Ti.,-13`
RAISINS Bulk 4 Lbs. 25c Westinghouse
Lb. 45c LAMPS Type
30,50,
60 60
watt 10c
SPRY Can 17c 3 Can
Mazda,D,40,
13c
SCOT TISSUE, 3 Rolls
25c
F OFUFSEE Lb. 22c
SCOT TOWELS, Roll
10c MAXWELL L
Avondale 11,
DEANS J No.
C. Club or Del Monte
Cans2 ltc
KIDNEY
LaJ
ASPARAGUS 2 Pei:7,i: 29c
C. CLUB, 3 16-oz. Cans, 25c
Kroger's C. Club No.1 ctaI!n c2a3nc 15c GRAPEFRUIT Kroger's C. Club
APRICOTS 2
JUICE 3 No.2 Cans 25c
COUNTRY CLUB BACON W hole or Half Slab LB. 161 2c
Fancy Short Ribs
BOILING BEEF
LB. 121
/
2`
Sr.
WHOLESTYLE
OR LB. 131/2c
PORK SHOULDERS
CALA

are

U-Tote:Em

4

the game
Tuesday night week, Hazel stacked!
up three games in a row, all won
by a margin of at least 20 point,
The Juniors of Hazel High school
honored Wilmer Ray Dunn with
a farewell party. Wednesday night,
November .20. The evening was
spent in playing games. Refreshments of hamburgers and cocacolas were served to the following:
Wilmer Ray Dunn, Billie Maddox,
Joe Tom Erwin, Dorothy Dean McPherson, Bronzie Dell Clark, Buddie Scarbrough, Earl Cooper, Gracie Nell George, Kenneth Hawks,
Rema Farris. Joe Brown Wilson,
Frankie Nell Falwell, Hugh Alton.
Martha Nell Myers, Hilda Scarbrough. Dale Hodge. Thelma McPherson, Charles Starks.. Mardiman Miller. Mary Alice Myers,
Polly Ellis. Ila Grey Nesbitt, Alice
Outland, Ann Littleton, Nell Ruth
Outland, Annie King. Ordeal Erwin. Joe Hal Stewart, J. W. Knight,
Joe B. Littleton, Cyrus
Miller,
Thomas Scruggs. Johnny • Owen.
and the sponsor, Mr. Carmon Parks
and Mrs. Parks.
Our class felt it was suffering
an irreparable loss but we understand we have gained an outstanding student and also a good guard
for our basketball team in Mauzon
Moore.
The Junior class wishes to extend
a warm reception to this fine new
student.

Prompt Delivery

SUGAR, 10 lbs.
47c
MATCHES, 2 Boxes
Sc
MACKEREL, 3 Cans
25c
SALT, Ohio River, 100 lbs.
90c
COFFEE, Our Leader, lb.
10c
OATS, 2 large 2 lb. boxes
25c
CRACKERS, 2 lb. Box
13c
PEANUT BUTTER,
Quart
20c
SALAD DRESSING, Quart
19c
IRISH POTATOES, 10 lbs.
15c
COOKIES, Sandwich Type, 2 lbs.
25c
CORN, TOMATOES, PORK
BEANS,
&
2
cans
15c
CORN, Pride of Illinois, No, 2 Can
10c
MEAL, 's Bushel .... 40c; 10 lbs.
19c
LARD CANS, New, Each
35c
MUSTARD, Quart
10c
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, 2 boxes
15c
OURof MEAT
VISITMeats
DEPARTMENT
For
All
Kinds
Priced Right.
Cream buying
located
oc
station
here. .Highest
prices paid for cream.
Bring Us Your Eggs - PayHighest Prices.
THERE:5 MONEY
N

PEAS

4
Lbs. 25c
1"
LARD
Swift's La Sabrosa
Armour's Star PORK
5(C)L:

CHILI BRICKS Each 19c SAUSAGE 1 1.13.
19c
BACON Ss`,TairCEI4Sred B 10c VEAL CHOPS Rib C...s __19c
PORK LIVER 3"s. 25c
LB. 29c
ii-glEAK
Home Made Bulk PORK
SAUSAGE LB. 121/2c OLEO
LB.
10c
TEXAS SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT"Size 10 for 29c_
2 HEADS FOR 25c
CAULIFLOWER s Snowy White
Bricks

Round

ORANGES

F2
L8
0
8RSIiD
zeA

Each

lc

Fine Quality California
California
CARROTS Bunch 5c GRAPES 2 Pounds 15c
Yellow Globe
Idaho or Russet
,
ONIONS 10 Us
20c POTATOES 15 Lb. Pk. 22`
WINESAP APPLES PNaon. ".sr) 6 LBS. 25c
SHREDDED WHEAT or
I C. Club
1 Can
WHEATIES Pkg. 10c SPICED GRAPES 13`
Bag

k) •
(

...AND THERE'S

LOTS OF

or 1

\so

N COW CHOW;

4(1 •••
WEIGH-DOiTh

5c

Th•ns'• nsonay In nsIlls if
•och ono In Is.. hoed qsaLas
a pound of fat a da• 0,. h•
PuriniaDalry Program of
managing us. h•Fd •nd
prop.,!, balar.csnq honla•
grown drain. a classy fanner
con overage ovdound .1 1.1
•a day at nrosi• II h• has
good saws, Como 4n -.1st
us ts:I you *bout Vinna's
easy prelims*, fat pied.laults
p
ac,Ion

GUESS-IRE AFTER MUIR fears.

--7-

CORD

,LEIS•

Economy Feed Store

Green Peas Tomatoes
Pork & Beans
Lima Beans Green Beans Red Beans
Spaghetti
Hominy
Spinach
EACH CAN.

5c

Chocolate Covered
CHERRIES 1 Lis. Box 19c I CFR&KTAILI°. 1 Cr.
'
10c
Fresh FIG BARS, GPNGER SNAPS, SUGAR COOKIES
COOKIES Baked
Per LB.

AC
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'It Can't Happen Here'
But Really Does Dec. 6
America's Future
Lies in Ability
to Wake Up
From coast to coast—from pulpit,, from leaders of every phase
of American life--from sane, normal. sensible, thinking American
Peeple all over this nation of ours
the cry has risen: "See 'It Can't
Happen Here'; America, wake up!"
This is not just another play. It
is entertaining, but it has a greater
• purpose. It is designed to awaken
the people of this nation to the
necessity of preparedness—to show
es :what can so easily happen to
our country, unless we unite, as a
natiec—as a people, with the one
common purpose, that of defending
our right to our own form of government—our right to have a democracy here. The scene of the play Is an American town—it could so easily be
Murray, or Paris, or Paducah. Here
we find just ordinary pepole, like
you and men, like my parents and
yours, going about the business of
earning. their living. Mr. Tubbs is
a typical example. He is just an
.ordinary guy who owns a small
drug store. He doesn't ask much—
just the right to live, and enjoy what
he has, to have a little saved up so
that he may not suffer when he is
forced to retire from active life.
I.ike you, and you, and you, Mr.
Tubbs doesn't think much about
the undercurrents. the talk, the
evidence of dissention all around
him. - Half asleep, Mr. Tubbs goes
on in his own little world, never
dreaming that he is to be the very
first of a long line of victims in
the strovele to establish in America
a dictatorship.
With Commissioner Swan as the
cold, ruthless, calculating "brains"
of the attack, and with Shad Ladue
as the animalistic, heartless, cruel,
..
lightning -like
'brawn-. sw if t
thrusts follow one another in rapid
succession to the very heart of
• democracy, until at last freedom of
the press is banished, homes, broken
up. children sent to schools controlled by the head of the dictatorship and all is apparently under

perfect control of the "new regime".
But what happens to that spirit
of Americans that has through the
years been the mainstay of the nation in time of crisis? Can her
people rise and overthrow- such
cruel control?
If you are proud of your country
and you want to keep dictatorship
from happening here, you should,
through fairness to yourself and
your nation, see "It Can't Happen
Here", in the College Auditorium
on December 6, at 8:14 p. m.
The cast includes:
Clarence Tubbs, Oriels Clarke
Mann; Mrs. Henry Veeder, Anne
Berry; Mr. Henry Veeder, William
F. Polligrd; Corpo Jim Nickerson,
Mack Scott; Mary Greenhill, Juanita Gentry; David Greenhill, Billy
Redden; Daremus Jessup, John'Rober; Dr. Fowler Greenhill, (River
Hood; Lorin& Pike, Mary Rush;
Frank Tasbrough, Wayne L. Reynolds; Shad Ledue, Joseph C. Fitch;
Julian Feick. Bogard Dunn; Corpo
Commissioner Swan, Prather Simms
Creson; Corpo Private Brown, Bill
Wetherington; Voice of Commentator, Orion Mann; Voice of Windrip, Bob, Arnoldi; Dan Wilgus,
Wells Lovett; Mr. Dimmick, Dan
Hutson.
CORBIN JOINS AIR CORPS
Oscar Corbin, Jr., returned Wednesday, November 20, from Fort
Knox where he passed the physical
examination which is required for
entrance in the ary air corp, and
he. is awaiting his assignment to
one of the gomernment's flying
fields. Corbin was formerly employed as an advertiser and salesman.
He is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and last year was
elected president of the Alpha Sigma Phi Social Fraternity. An active student, he was also elected to
serve on the Inter-Fraternity council.
Whole wheat flour again is being
milled in Lincoln county, to meet
the demand of members of homemakers' clubs.

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
Mondays and Tuesdays Cash Prices
CLEANED
and
C
PRESSED

DRESSES
SUITS
COATS

Wednesday thru Saturday 35c cash price in effect
TROUSERS
2 Pair 29c

Ca"141

Now

SKIRTS
2 for 29c

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

Coy MODEL.Cleaners
719 W. Poplar St.

Murray, Ky.

nn a year In Calloway,
1.
$
"'"' Marshall, Graves, HenCounties.
ry and

Stewart
year elsewhere in ;
ths State of Kentucky.
a year to any address •
other than above.

$1.50 a
$2.00

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon November 28, 1940

Ten Are Present
at Ag Class Here
Ten students were present at
the first meeting of the part time
out-of-school project class which is
taught by W. H. Brooks at the
Training School on Monday and
Thursday night at 6:30. The group
will study the following phases of
agriculture: tobacco, shopwork, and
recreational activity.
Oficers elected were John Morris Houston, chairman; John LasHerman
vice.- chairman;
siter,
Wicker, secretary; and „James Collie, treasurer.
J. D.
present
were
Others
Thompson, Lester Nanny, Clifton
Cochran, Thomas Houston, Landis Pogue, and H. B. McMiller.

SCOUT WORK IS A
SUCCESS IN U.S.
Work In All Emergencies Classifies
Organization As American
Necessity
Members of the Boy Scouts of
America
pride themselves that
"there are no softies in Scouting."
Citing their records as aides to
rescue workers, first-aid men, and
message bearers in time of disaster, they are equally proud that
they are prepared to serve their
community in hundreds of less
spectacular ways. Their day-today program. Scouts insist, keefs
them ready and eager to help in
any manner that is needed.
Some idea of the service rendered in the past 30 years is available in the records of the National
of
Boy Scout
Council of the
America. A quick survey shows
sold
khaki-clad
youngsters
that the
Liberty Bonds worth $147,000,000,
have saved many lives, delivered
half a million Thanksgiving baskets
to needy families, participated in
hundreds of searches for lost persons. guarded school crossings,
fought fires, cleaned up unsightly
vacant lots, acted as color guards,
assisted in controlling traffic, ushered at public and private ceremonies, aided in bring-out the
voters campaign,—even helped rescue a parachute jumper caught in
a tree. Scouts do not, however,
solicit money for anyone.
Between good turns, Scouts keep
fit by practice and competition in
first aid, signaling and simple engineering, by extensive hiking and
camping, and by constant adherence to the fundamentals of Americanism.
Typical of the spectacular side of
Scout work is the record of the
hurricane.
England
New
1038
Almost without exception, every
damaged community praised the
work of the khaki-clad youngsters.
They helped clear streets, carried
messages for the police add fire
departments, rescued half a dozen
marooned persons, collected clothes
for those left homeless, and, when
unable to complete rescue thembetter-equipped
guided
selves,
adults to the scene.
Similar stories have been told repeatedly from every part of the
country. Tornadoes in the South,
floods in the Mississippi Valley,
blizzards in the mountain states,
and forest fires in the West have
been the occasion for brilliant rescue work by Boy Scouts, whose
long training had prepared them
for emergency service.
Far less dangerous, but no less
useful, was the work done by
Scent Troops in collecting clothes,
furniture, food and supplies for
needy families during the depression. The job was begun in 1934
in response to a suggestion from
President Roosevelt, and it continued for several years.

cept that with a staple length of
4 inches or more. Each 1990 cot1,
ton producer, whether owner, tenant or sharecropper, will be entitled to vote, Edmond said.
The county committee will be
in charge of arrangements for the
referendum. The committee will
choose three local farmers to serve
at each voting place, and these
Farmers Producing Cotton voting placs will be provided in all
communities where cotton is proin 1940 Eligible to Vote
duced.
in Referendum
Voting places will be open from
8:00 to 5:00 on the day of the
EDMONDS URGES ALL
referendum, Mr. Edmonds said.
PRODUCERS TO VOTE Voting will be by secret ballot as
in other elections.
All farmers who produced cot"The question to be decided Deton in 1940 are eligible to vote in cember' 7 is whether marketing
the December 7 referendum to de- quotas will be used in connection
termine if cotton marketing quo- with the 1041 cotton crop," Mr.
tas will be in effect on the 1941 Edmonds said. "If two-thirds Of
crop, B. W. Edmonds, chairman of the voting farmers approve, quothe Calloway County Agricultural tas will be in effect and will apan- ply to all states, counties and
Association,
Conservation
nounced today,
communities where cotton is proUnder the Agricultural Adjust- duced."
quoof
I
marketing
Act
1938,
Mr. Edmonds urges Calloway
ment
tas are applicable to all cotton ex- (See "Cotton Growers," Page 4)

COTTON GROWERS
TO VOTE ON 1941
QUOTAS DEC. 7

Vol. CVIII; No. 48

Road Committee
Meets With Clopton
Five roads were named to be in
the worst state of repair by the
selected road committee which
met with Judge Jvhn W. Clopton
at 10
in • the fiscal courtroom
November 25.
o'clock, Monday.
The committee named the Penny,
Dexter, State Line, Bell CityMurray roads, and—last but not
least—Olive Boulevard.
The committeemen will go separately to Frankfort to talk to the
heads of the state government in
behalf of better roads in Calloway County. The group plans to
leave for Franfort December 1.
Serving on the committee were
Potts,
Nix.
Rushing,
Esquires
Clopton, Robinson. and Moody.

Grove Wins 19-7 Over
Tigers On Turkey Day
Bengals Are QutFought All The
Way by Devils

By EDD KELLOW
Grove High lecgool's Blue Devils
combined their wide-awake attack,
with poor officiating and a Murray
let-down to smother the Murray
High Tigers 19-7. in their annual
Turkey Day clash. to tie the score
at 5-up in the duel between the
two clubs thus far.
Twice thwarted on early scoring
Alfalfa fields were the greenest attempts, King rammed over from
3-yard line late in thp first
the
during
county
spots in Edmonson
the dry fall, says Cinty. Agent quarter to send the Parisians into
a lead they increased. throughout
George Kurtz.

t4-game. He also added the extra
point.
In the second period. King threw
a 20-yard forward pass to Norwood, who scored. The play came,
after Referee Scarbrough "had unBuchanan
intentionally" shoved
down on second down, as he was
attempting to pass to Fair. This
forced the Tigers to punt, and with
the wind against them, the kick
travelled a very short distance.
In the third quarter, Captain
Jimmy Warmack. caught a pass for
a touchdown, being protected adequately by Umpire Logan as he
did so. The try for extra point
was blocked.
Billy Fair, who played a brilliant
(See "Grove Wins," Page 4) .'

Its. Gift Buying Time
Ns

Give him a silk robe and
help him enjoy full relaxation. For warmth and snug'
feeling we have all wool
,,robes.

Beautifully tailored pajamas
of fine quality fabrics in a
galaxy of colors and patterns

Arrow Shirts, white, solid
colors, fancy stripes, and
fancy patterns. '.Ask for
Arrow Shirts.

Add to his comfort with a
• pair of good looking house
shoes.

Gifts for HIM
If the man of your heard is the problem

••

•

child of your gift list ... then we suggest you
come to his store for his gift . . . Graham &
Jackson! Here you'll find the gifts he wants
... gifts he can use and they're all economic-

Men Like Arrow
Ties!

ally priced to flatter your budget.

•

AFTER

SHORT LOT SPECIALS

You'll Gobble Up These Bargains!
SUEDES — PATENTS — ALLIGATORS AND KIDS
Widths AAAA to D
Sizes 3v2 to 10

ktir.

Now $4.99
AIRSITPS $6.00
FORREST PARK $5.00 Now $3.99
Now $2.99
ODETTE $4.00
Now $2.49
BROWNbilt $2.98
ONE LOT SPECIALS AT . . . . $1.98

ADAMS
BROWNBILT SHOE STORE
West Side Court Square

44,,„sAidiall1110

WA

Come in Today While
Your Size is Still in
Our Stock 1,
Phone 106-W

Wool mufflers . . . protect
his precious neck in one of
these soft, warm mufflers.
Complete selection of colors.

How about gloves? Pigskin,
mocha gloves. New styles,
new colors.

Leather jackets and sur4
coats in all wool fabrics.
Zipper or button kyle.

Graham 8 Jackson
"The Corner Clothing Store"
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urday for a fc w a W.:,-..• . itt:.1 tr:ade sad by Mrs.
old hope apiece
Win isor's 1),•....k.lig up her hang.
Mrs. Hart:e Ellis,
, We all aalise ac have given up
Herman, and sister. Mrs St.i.s E:' a. ,i neight).,:s Mrs. 'Windsor will
Johnny Gus Walston and Mies
This-Monday finds many haPele wiri and Mr. Erwin. His brette:
make her h.ttne with her daugh- Relma Bogard ,ceeiCalloway county
hunters in -The fields. We also note Holmes Ellis. assistant count).
MCS, Alice Oir died Monday
were
united in marriage
last
with some dismay that it is only agent of McCracken County. whe
Lt. :lard Paschall
Thursday at the Methodist church morning, November 18, at 11
I lks
a month until
was called to Lexington on busi- sled Billie 'wine Sunday afternoon - oar and Mrs. Roy Allen Harmon parsonage
Funeral -services were
'Hardin %Pith the Rev. o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. McSwain, of Chi- ness foe' a few days. :-top•es to join visitors citeadr. and Mrs. Roby Mc- of -this community moved Monday W.. T. M.„In
held from the Mize! Baptist church
stones officiating.
cago, and daughter. Glenda, who him before. their return to Wash- Pherson and Mr. and Mrs. Tom to Pink Curd', farm near Hazel,
Rev. and Mrs. W. T. M. Jones Tuesday with the Rev. J. H. Thurwhere they will make their home
W lee rson.
mune two weeks ago to visit rela- ington.
attended the funeral and burial man in charge. Burial was in the
tives. arrived Sunday to spend a
Ti': children, grandchildren and for the ensuing year.
Preaching services will be held
Paschall cemetery. Our sympaMrs. Torn iVilkeasen and Mrs. services for Mrs. Attie Fletcher at thy
few ciays with Mrs. McSwain's here following church school
is extended to the entire
at grea.egr.ancichildren of Mr. Brack
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Spann Pleasant Grove with Bro. Moore Swann held a reunion and dinner Will Rilgy..furchds received word Mayfield. Tuesday of last week. family.
Jones,
T.
J.
of
near
and son. Royce, and other relatives: delivering the sermon.
k
14aYneld.
at his home. Sunday. November 17. last
,
•
One Key and O. T. Paschall
As the guest of his sun, the Rev.
Perry Williams. of
Waters and family
Ma.. Jim
Mr. and •Mrs. Hoyt Craig and Ttioef `present were 'Mrs. Jeriene Calif.. had • undergon Bakersfield. W. T7 M. Jones. and family, from each killed a nice porker Monday.
Ciebey. of Detroit. Mr. and Mrs.
e a major
were called last Wednesday night *an, Robert. of
Masen's Chapel. Spure,eart Enoch
The farnlers out this way' were
and family, of Operation at a hospital in Bakers- Wednesday until Saturday of last
to-the- Clime at Murray. as Mrs. *ere guests of Mr. and Mrs
very busy last week gathering
ç. Paris. Term.. Mr. and Mrs. Otto field, but was reported as recoverWater's sister, Miss Reba Cochran R. Paschall and
family Sunda.): Swann. Mrs. Stella
Cecil
B.
g,
Farris
.
Corn.
nicety.
and
Miss
Bettie
Furchess. Mr.
underwent an appendectomy. She, after cnarch services.
Barbara Jean Taylor is spending Lou Jennings, both of Murray.
Mrs. Elisha Orr was the guest
and Mrs. Erlann Webb and Joan.
is reported to be getting along
Dunk
married Saturday Mrs. 0. T. Paschall Thursday.
Erwin
has
added
Mr_
and
a
new
Mrs.
James
Boyd and Bar- this week with her brother. Ruble -11..ere quietly
nicely .
coat of paint to his house.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pittman
bara- Ann. • Mr, and Mrs. Ruin Tayler, and Mrs. Taylor of Mine eliciting at the home of Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Elvis Wrather, of
Mrs. Joe Pace in Hardin. Rev. W. and little daughter. Georgia Ann,
Mrs Mary Pasc
r.. Ru- Swann rand Marlene and Donald. ray.
Waehingtun, D. C. visited rela- dolph. attended
I
T
Jones
M
was
were
The
the officiating
the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the .Training Unien Me. and Mrs. T. C. Arnett and
Training
'Union
study
tives here last week.
.
at Sinking Spring last week
0, T. Paschall Tuesday night.
ellarjorie. Mr. and Mrs Tarlton course which was held at the
Funeral seryiees for Mrs. Reed
Rev. ,Alvah Moore, rormerly of
Jesse _ Smutherman, Mr. add
11jr. and Mrs. Clarence G1.1111:1-. Crae•feesi and Jimmie and Fred church here, was completed FriUnion City, but now of Hazel accompanied 'by other ielative, of_ 7t1:eh. of Nashville. Mr. and
h Fit. • " wee present !eones,who died at- her home near Mrs.-- Odle- Mcirrie; "Lewis - Cosby,
-- S- harge'Aieho-es highly recommended M'emphee
thZir s..sters. Mrs. :dee Wm: Furches.s and Herey and the last night to take the examina- Inman's Store Friday, were held and Charles and Doyce Morris asas a hard-working, fine preacher. Julia .Gunter, Mrs. Tom. Erwin :and Maryboth. arid Mr. and Mrs. Thurs- tions. Others
probably take Sunday afternoonat Unity Church. sisted Ban Byars in gathering corn
received favorable commendation Mr. Erwin, and their son. Warren, tan Fiarchess..
-the tests later. faro. J. H. Thur- Burial was in the church ceme- last week.
man
Sunday after filling his first ap- last week.
Glad to report Mrs. Rune Kuypreached at this place Sun- tery. Rev. W. T. Jones conducted
Mr. and - Mrs. Leon Cooper anpointment at Mason's Chapel Meth"Aunt Mary" Sims,' highly re- nounce the birth of twin daugh- day morning. A large crowd was the services. Mrs. Jones had been kenciall is improving from a recent
odW Church. Rev. C, N. Jolly. spected colored woman of this. sec- traa, Jean and Jane. born October present for Sunday Scherol and the very ill for several months. The illness.
_superintendent pf Paris district, at- **, passed away last Thursday 3:
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall did
Mrs. Cooper Was before her preathing services. Bro. Lawrence high esteem in which she was
tended the services at
liking at thc hoirie.,,of her son marriaga Miss Aneie Lee Bran- is recovering nicely from a ton- held was n.anifested by the large some yard cleaning Thursday-ea
audience
Chapel Sundae.
attending the services.
sil operation..
Doyee Morris spent Sunday with
.
Raymond S.res. after a Lneerine, der:,
Several from this community at- illness of corit.plieations. . Saes was C Ten: !Wilkersen has been conMrs. S. V. Miller is slowly im- Mrs. Cathey Dies In Unity Ckarek his
Mr. and Mrs. D.
Just ie; the services were begin- B. Byars. •
tended the basketball game at about ''YO y•-ers of age. Her :hue. fee ci to his bed the past: week proving..
Lynn grove last Tuesday evening band. Jack Sims. passed, away last with a catch en his back.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones and
Glad to report. that Mrs. Bertha ning at Union Ridge church. Sunbetween Hazel and Lynn Grove. spring._
The, cemmuniiy was Made sad •Paschall of Taylor's Store, is much day at the 11 o'clock hour,' and as daughters, Annie and'BobbieNell.
Burial was 'in Henry
the pastor began his prayer, Mrs. were among those attending
Mt and Mrs Frank Ellis. of County. Tern "Aunt Mary- was by taa death of Geoage Windsor improved 'from' a recent illness.
Sun, Weashingtan D.- -C.-. came in Sat' a
Iva Nell Wilkerson spent Mon- Joe Cathey, who was in the con- day School at North Fork Church
td,. Bap:..: ea -arch. v he passed away Munday morning.
Nciverrber 11. Mr. .Wincisor had day night as the guest of Ruth gregation,• was taken suddenly ill Sunday.
with a heart • attack. She was
Little Miss Faye Foster is on
beer. in i:: health for the past four Seherffiue of Lyilat Grove.
Gcni.10 Mae Hart was ill and placed. ereehe pulpit platform and the sack list this week.
1.."441 c:-.ricer of the stomach.
Mrs. Cellihs Key and daughter,
For the phst ewe yoars he had been unable to attend school Monday. within 10 minutes from the time
in a serious condition. He will be
lHugh Thomas and Pat Wilker- of the attack she was -dead: The Jo Ann, have gone 'to Deteoit to
sadly missed by. this community. son spent last Monday night as body was removed to the Filbeck join their husband and father,'
Funeral Home in Benton.
Collins Key . who has employHe is sarvived by his widens-. Mrs. the guests of their grandpare
nts.
Funeral services were conducted ment there.,
Oilla. Windier, 'and three daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wilkerson,
Monday
at
The writer is always glad to
2 p. m. by the Rev.
ters. Mrs Floyd Taylor. Mrs. HerW. T. M. Jones who was assisted hear from "Aunt Missouri" Wilman Bruce. and Mrs. Orficld Byrd;
by Rev. Le W. -Carlin, of Paducah, three sisters, two brothers. and
S
:it the Union Ridge -Methodist
11 grandchildren and one great
Church, Burial was in the church
grandchild, dfurseral services were
Here I am again! Seems like I ...emetery.
held at Sinking Spring Baptist
can't
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get
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mind
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As evidence of the high esteem
to
Church where he wee a - member..
-is which she was held, an over.
Burial was in the church-eemetery. v.-rite from this place often.
Robert Miller has not been' as :Mr. -end Mrs. Rudolph Futrell flew audience attended the serrItrlartamily. also etreand Mrs. Sanwell the- past week. .• •
Ouland - and
She is survived by her husband,
family
Rev.---k.C. Riley filled the -pul- dy .4eYs
Joe Cathey: two daughters, Mrs.
pit, at this -place Sunday morning bought
and
left
Reg.$1".25 Value
Highland
Park. Sandy 'Jolson Jones and Miss Mildred
and night. Aro. Lawrence had his
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Teacher& for the course will be as frarn a deer hunt up North.
Yes, a. new Methodist Church
and Mrs. Ellis Tucker Dave
f 11
• Adults, Bro. J., IL Thurbe built at Olive. The fram0 N Iv •
man; senior. Mrs, Rhoda Morris: moved to their new apartment at lie is on the ground. Last weekold the. furniture was removed
intermediate. Mrs. Eva Lawrence; 105 Gerald, Highland Park.
Dorothy Jane .Hicks spent - Frijunior. Mrs. Alma Stokes.
arIl the old building. aad
--Mr. and Mrs. Pern Nance "-are day of this week as the guest o ,Thy morning vsurismen began ti'
Miss
Eva Gray Atkins.
the parents of a
wreaking of the old building. Th.
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.Mrs. Helen Hicks is now em- people have a' mind to
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Mrs. Ernest Erwin is slowly im- ployed at the Arnold Home.
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they expect to hay.
o'clock,
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Mr. and ?errs. Hansy -Paschall there was a surprise wedding an- a new and beautiful house in which 1.
viened Mrs.- Paschall'e mother, niversary party given in honor I,. worship.
(1)
ef Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Rose at
Mrs. S. V. Miller. recently.Mrs. Bertha Paschall. of Taees- ereeir home in Wayne. Mich. They
Several Mason county Tor s Stcre, hhs been ill ,'the past received a nice chest of silver.
keepers report a profit or
week but tier eoriclition is thought there were 36 present.
ELECTRIC TRAIN (Complete Outfit) I
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Around Paschall
School

Christmas.
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her

a
Especially so I
son, of DetrolV
when the.reports are that she is
iniproving.
A large t-rowd attended the sale
at Mrs. Clatid Orr's FeldaY- MrsOrr will reside in Hazel.-Golden
Lock.

Hardin Circuit
W. T. M. Jones, Pastlh•
Sunday will be the second Sunday of our :new couference year.
Let everyoire be in his place at the
Sunday servides..,
eAll our church schools will meet
at the regular hour.
The pastor will preach at Palestine at the II o'clock hour, and
if, conditions will permit, will
preach at 7 p. m..
We welcome you to all our ser_
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The college. farm is working on
the improvement of the poultry (le
vision, according to Prof A. Cilia
man, head of the agricultilie- department.
.to increase
In brder
officials have secured W. '0
Plymouth Rock hens,to be ed ol
the project. One hundred eighty
pullets have been culled and bloodtested to be used for the basis for
branding. '
The college farm started trap.
nesting the pullets about August I,
so that individual records couldebe
ubtained. The best layers will then
be selected for production of No
for hatching purposes._
_
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for FURNACE,
STOVE or STOKER

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL & ICE CO.
- PHONE 64-

Highland Park News.1
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RECEIVER
'
S
PUBLIC SAL

.mr

Aluminum spun-ray finish otrtside..
Plczk...pkistic knob on cove: with black
reed harAe. Complete with wire inset
to keep buns or other items from direct
contact with heated Furface..to- dim.

Saturday, November 30, 1940

•.Mr.

1

_

Meeting Defense
Communication
Needs Today
and Tomorrow

North

Fifth Street

$200

Murray, Kentucky
*

QUICK RELIEF FROM
ULCERS
TO
Du' EXCESS ACID

The:

STOMACH

File Book Tells Of Home Treat!. !
, meet that Must Help or it Will
Cost You Nothing
r orr._ ()yr::
bottl,s of the:
c4,:t, day and Mcndriv. WILLARD
TRF:ATMENT
ha':'
Lto?n sold for rvlief of symptt-ims f
e-,se -S:
of hi,tr*.s..-. rici•ing from Stomach lif,r1
1 , ,}f
Duo:Jenal ulcers
to EXC'EsS
t.
AC1D-Poor Digestion, Soar or Upset Stomach, Gas.sintiss. Heartburn.
rr.rhi!-:, with Sleeplessness, etc., due to Excess
and Tiee. Acid. S-id
13 days' trial! Ask
• ,n. Gen-. for "Willard's Message" which fully
•
tt.:
:eatment-free-at

aue

Dale & Stubblefield

HOTEL

C ARIDGE
IS PREFERRED
The Claodge is tl.e oniy kotei in St. Louis with
tub, showe end c:icolating ice water in ever),
room. A s.iecrio• hotel offerieg splendid atcornmodst.ons at ordinary llotcl rates.. Two
and ore-half E,'ocks from Union Station, conement to aili.points of interest-The Marine
Dining Rt:0,
1 - est in tow,
FREE
PARKING.

elICK, NERVOUS
CRANNY "MEV:TY,,,,?
Then Read WHY
Lydia E. Pipkhain's
Vegetable Compound Is
Real'Weinan's Friend"!

350 ROOMS FROM $2.

Tell SHOWER AND RUNNING ICE *ATER

-

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
-

Murray Teachers College on MurraytNilayfield Road, State
Highway 121, consisting of approximately 255 acres of
farm land, improved with two separate dwellings and-three
sets of barns and outbuildings. (Tracts described in Deed,
recorded June 29, 1938 in Deed Book 64--page 441-Court
Clerk's office in Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky).
(a) Portion of farm area located North of Murray-Mayfield State Highway will first be offered to highest
bidder;
"--1
(b) Portion of farm area located South of Murray-Mayfield State Highway will then be offered to highest
bidder;
(c) Then the two areas will be offered to the highest bidder; all of which will permit the area to be sold as two
distinct farms or as one farm, depending upon the high
bid.
.
(2) "J. H. JONES FARM" located ten miles West of Murra
y,
Kentucky, and two miles Southwest of Coldwater; consisting of approximately 40 acres of farm land, improved with
excellent five room house, and outbuildings. (Tract described in Deed, recorded February 20, 1940 in Deed Book
67-page 172-Court Clerk's office in Calloway County,
Murray, Kentucky).
To be sold subject to the approval of the Comptroller of the Currenc
y of the
United States and

LocomorivE

PURDOM HD

At 10:00 A. M.

"W. H. FINNEY FARM" located about six miles West of

I

1

Compound

COURT ROOM OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY COURT HOUSE

SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

4
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Accurately,

i
fr1N, •,

a.c ri-os..,..

rr.rn!,,r• o•is
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emergencies of whatever
magnitude or urgenc-y is a
requirement to which telephone company workers
are accustomed.
The National Defense
Program is a new emergency
tobemet.New switchboards

miles oftelephone
lines have been strung and,
large scale telephone engi•-t
neering projects are under
way to serve the fifty newly
approved-and existing army

and navy posts and air bases
located in the territory
served by this Company.
Long distance communication

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
it

i•GOlr Ca A r10

la

Fuller
Powde,

Package c
Brushes a
choice of le
of powder
of tooth p,
REGULAR

S1.3

NOW
A

- Pursuant to authority of the Comptroller of the Currency
of°the 1-niteci' States, the undersigned A.: 31. Anderson, as Receiver of The First National
Bank of Murray. Murray. Kentucky, will
offer at public sale to the highest bidder or bidders for
cash, at the Court Room of the Calloviay
County Court House, Murray, Kentucky, on Saturday, Nevember
30, 1940, at 11:00 o'clbck A.
,M..
,real estate sale of
(21 farms will take vlactrat 1000 A. M., same
date and place) the remaining assets of the said The First National Bank of Murray.
Murray. Kentucky, consisting of bills
receiyable, judements. overdrafts, and other theses in
action, less stub items as may be paid or
othereise disposed okprior to the said date of sale herein
mentioned. A descriptive list of the
rematning assets so offered for sale may be inspect ted-lif --prospect
ive purchasers at ID Bank of
Murray, Illarfay, Kentucky: 121 Peoples Savings' Bank, nliirray,
kentucky; (3) Dees Bank, Massa
Kentucky; eli Bank' of Benton, Benton. Kentucky: (51 Bank
of Marshall County, Benton, Kentucky; Ili The First National Bank of Mayfield. K I littlek); 171
Exchange Bank of Mayfield. Kentucky; during usual banking hours; and at the offices of A. 31
Anderson, Receiver, at the Peoples
Savings Berle Murray, Kentucky, and in the (itizens Savings
Ralik Building, Paducah. Kentucky,
on all budness days up to and including the det ! of the
said sale beteeen the hours of 9:00 A. M.
and 4:30 P. M.
.
_es .

9'

WILCO

FULLEI
The invigc
shower br

loys. Delig
•4

subject to confirmation by the Calloway Circuit
Court as to
its Order dated April 15, 1940.
TERMS: One half cash: balance due in one and two
years, drawing interest at
6".- from date of sale.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

are being installed, several
thou'sand

facilities are also being expanded and new circuits have been established
to assure ample long distance telephone service between these ?nilitary bases
and all parts of the tvtion.
Southern Dell and the
ntire Bell System are in high
gear, meeting the nation's
present defense needs and
prepared to adeq uately
meet those of tomorrow.

2 SP E
ALWAY

These ar
can be c
Prices lb

Phone 55

-w,..5

"DA
BF
A

16,f•-•

According to law, said remaining assets cannot be sold otherwise
than without recourse and
eitheut warranty of any kind or character, and subject to the
approval of the Comptroller of the
eurrency of the'tnited Staten. If approved, the Sale mill he
comannmated under the terms of the
gineral Court Order dated April 15, 1540.

I

.
•

A. M.- ANDERSON,RECEIVER,
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
Office: Peoples Savings Bank Buildin g,
Murray, Kentucky; and
420. West Jefferson Street,
Louisville, Kentucky.
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Heath News
WE& BARRY L

sispD,

PHONE 247. PLEASE

Well. we sure did have a visit
A surprise wedding took place in
from the Winter Man last week. I this neighborhood Saturday when
think we were all a little surprised Miss Katherine Rudd became the
at such a cold spell so early in bride of Howard Tidwell.
November.
Comus Alexander was confined
The telephone system is improv- to his bed a few days last week
ing out our way since nearly every with flu and malaria.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Herndon
u Ile was glowing
weary of the-condition Our lines were in. Some and little son, Jimmie Dale, spent
of the men started working to put Sunday with Mrs. Herndon's parCopy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
up new poles and repairing the ents, Mr. and Mrs. Comus Alexafternoon each week.
lines in general that run to Har- ander.
Mrs. Artell Venable is spending
ris Grove switchboard. I am sure
Our operators will be rejoicing as this week with Mr. and Mrs. UDC Meets with
the DuPont Company at MillingHoward Hanley.
well as we people.
Mrs. Robertson
ton, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Linn Tidwell visit.....
Mrs. Bertha Paschall and Mrs.
Mrs. Luther Robertson opened
ertha Kuykendall are both re- ed their son, Harmon Tidwell, and
Trevathan-Crim
Wedding
home
the
her
for
regular
meeting
family
Sunday.
ated better at this writing.
George Jones happend to a pain' Brown Eyes would like to Say of the United Daughters of the
Miss Margaret Trevathan, daughful accident Saturday which re- hello to Mrs. Treva Young. You Confederacy on Wednesday. after- ter of Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Tresulted in a broken nose while had just left town Saturday when noon. November 20. Co-hostesses vathan, Benton. and Mr. Curtis A.
with Mrs. Robertson were Mrs. Crim,
-trying to crank the engine at their I arrived there.
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Byers at- Luther Jackson and Mrs. Dixie Crim, Benton, were married at
MiltDale.
Noble Rogers left for Detroit tended the birthday dinner at the
Mrs. Herschel Corn presided over Fulton November 15.
last week. Mrs. Rogers and little home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Byers
Mrs. Crim graduatea from Murrecently in honor of their sons, a short business session. The first
son will join him later.
part of the program consisted of State College in the 1939 class and
Edd and Melvin Morton were Carnell and Artell.
Is a member of the executive
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Russell and articles from the Confederate scrap
in Mayfield Monday as it was
board of the Alumni Association.
family were Thanksgiving dinner book by Mrs. Henry Elliott. "The
trade day.
Life of Bedford Forrest" was given She is employed as Music superIt doesn't always pour when it guests of Mr. and Mrs. Howard by Mrs. Fred Gingles.
visor for Marshall county schools.
rains, but the neighborhood poured Hanley.
Refreshments were served to She is ra member of the Sigma
Mrs. Eva Alexander and son,
In at Mrs. John Cathcart's home
members and the-following guests: Alpha Iota music fraternity.
Monday afternoon. It was a good Ted. were the guests of hr moth- Mrs. J. V. Starks, Miss Mary Reid
Mr. Cram formerly of Birmingtime for the ladies to visit around er, Mrs. J. Q. Skaggs, Thanksgiving and Mrs. Urban Clark, all of Kirk- ham, Ala., is connected
with a
day.
those
and
visiting Mrs: Cathcart
sey.
service station in Benton.
were Mrs. Noble Rogers and little
• • • • •
son, Mrs. Kimbal and daughter,
Mrs. Lonnie S'hroat and childrep
Announcement Is Of Interest
Mrs. Charlie Moore, Mrs. Heath, spent Thanksgiving and the follow Wednesday Club
Is Entertained
Mrs. Mitchell Story, Mrs, Zillian ing weekend with her parents in
Mr. and Mrs. Oris Barrow, of
Orr, Mrs. Porter Lassiter. and Mrs. Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield Detroit, Mich., formerly of MurGranville Scarbrough.
ray,
Ky., announce the engagement
was hostess to the Wednesday afterWell. 1 am not on time like
of their daughter, Opal Frances,
"Ole Eagle". I am more like an day. We hope the weather will noon bridge club on November 20 to Steven Ambrozy, Jr.,
of Deold car starting some place and be 0. K. for keeping the meat at the home of Mrs. P. W. Ordway. troit. Mich.
Prizes were awarded Mrs. Will
break down, failing to reach its that has been put up.
The date of the wedding will be'
H. Whitnell, Mrs. Dewey Nelson,
destination, Therefore, I let the
Sorry to hear that Mrs. Nan- and .Mrs. Roy Stewart for high, announced later.
mail carrier get by me last week. nie Jones is not so well.
second and third high respectively.
Since I wrote the first part of
The bird hunters are glad to
A pretty party plate was served Mrs. Lain Hale Ls Hoat To
This town's report, we've had about enter the field again with their at the conclusion of the game.
Homemakers Club
two tobacco seasons, and farmers guns and dogs. However, Monday
Guests in addition to members
are busy putting down and strip- was a very disagreeable day for were Mrs. W. G. Nash. Mrs. Vernon
The
Pottertown
Homemakers
ping tobacco.
the sport..
Weaver and Miss Ruth Richmond. Club held Its regulary monthly
Ray Kelso killed a hog yester011ie Smotherman's folks visited
meeting at the home of Mrs. Euin
their son and family, near LynnHale, Friday, November 15: The
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn Host Deacons
ville. Sunday.
lesson, "Preparation of Vegetables",
Of Baptist Church
Adolplus,s_ Lassiter and family
was given by Mrs. Maynard Ragswereffla,guests of Harold Smothdale.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
L.
Dunn
were
erman and family Sunday.
Thanksgiving games were enhosts at 8 o'clock dinner on TuesLittle Miss Jeraldine Lassiter is day
evening. November 19, in hon- joyed during the social hour and
spending this week with her or
of the deacons of the First Bap- plans were made to have the
grandparents,s Mr. and Mrs. Ar- tist church.
Guests were seated at Christmas program on the next
thur Lassiter.
small tables in the living and dining regular meeting date which will
Mr. and Mrs. John Charlton are rooms and a delicious
Thanksgiving be December 19, at the home of
now at the home of their daughter, dinner was served.
Mrs. J. 0. Cook.
A delightful„sainner was served
Accurately and Carefully Mrs. Herman Lassiter.
Covers were laid for the Rev.
I must quit for this time but will and Mrs. Sam P. Martin, Mr. and by the hostess to nine members
Compounded of Purest
see you again soon.
Mrs. T. C. Arnett, Mr. and Mrs. A. and five visitors, Mrs. Claud Hale,
Drugs
•
-Chatterbox
1.. Bailey. Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Mrs. Jim Peters, Mrs. Sarah MorChurchill, Mr. and Mrs. Jabe Out- ton, Mrs. Willy Phillips, and Miss
land, Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Mr. Annie Phillips.
The club extends its thanks for
and Mrs. A. B. Lassiter. Treman
Beale, Miss Mildred Beale, Mr. and the large attendance at the pie
Mrs. Hall Hicks, Mr. and Mrs. W. supper and especially to Dewey
T. Sledd, Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Crass who acted as auctioneer.
• • • • •
Caudill. Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Falwell,
Mr. and Mrs. Ffed Gingles. Mr. and Mrs. Finis Collins Honored
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Dr. and Mrs.
With Shower
Hugh McElrath, Mr. and Mrs.
The neighbors of Mrs. Finis ColThomas Hughes and the hosts.
••••
lins, gathered at her home near
Pine Bluff, Thursday, November 7.
Club Meets with
and surprised her with, a stork
Mrs. Diuguid
shower.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr., was host- . The honoree received many nice
ess
to
Friday
the
afternoon bridge 'and useful gifts. After the gifts
cau.o..emos
club last week at the home of Mrs. were opened and admired refreshH. I. Sledd.
ments were served to the follow1st
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough was ing:
awarded the prize for high score
Mrs. W. F. McCage, Mrs. J. A.
and Mrs. Wells Purdom for second Steele, Mrs.
Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
Pete Laycock, Mrs.
high.
Coy Elkins, Mrs. Cecil Salyers,
Brushes and your
A delightful salad plate was
Mrs. Loyal Huey, Mrs. Vaughn
41)
served to members and one guest. Elkins,
choice of one can
Mrs. M. C. Geurin. Mrs.
t ow"
Mrs. Russell Phillips of Richmond. Dallas
Bucy, Mrs. Boss Laycock.
of powder or tube
P
Va.
Mrs. Leland Elkins„ Miss Lucille
of tooth poste.
Sheckle, Mrs. Otis Eldridge, Mrs.
Rogers-Beaman
J. B. Burton. Mrs. Beula Parrish.
REGULAR VALUE
Engagement Announced
Mrs. Thomas Lamb, Mrs. Ira DougMr. fli:1 Mrs. Hardy Rogers, of las. Mrs, Mark Elkins, Mrs. Loman
Lynn Grove. have the honor of an- Thompson, and Mrs. Willis Fielder.
FULLER
Those sending gifts were Mrs. J.
nouncing the engagement of thee
daughter, Tennie Wilson, to Pred- N. Reed, Mrs. J. D. Geurin, Mrs.
tice Wilson Beaman, of Highland Cullie Steele, Mrs. Lowell Steele,
Park. Mich.. son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Canady. Mrs. Mary
Mrs. .T. A. Beaman of this county. Outland, Mrs. Vernon CunningMiss Rogers, a popular student ham, Mrs. Vera Outland, Mrs. MilA WELCOME AND INEXPENSIVE CHRISTMAS GIFT
at Murray State College, will re- dred Manning, Mrs. E. Marine,
ceive her B. S. degree in June. Miss Mary Belle Moore, Mrs. WillMr. Beaman has been employed at iam Kimbro, Mrs. Clois Kimbro,
the Ford Motor Company, in Dearborn, for the past four years.
IIIMMOMIWOMM
The invigorating bath and
The wedding date will be anshower brush everyone ennounced later.
Distributors
joys. Delightful for shampoo..
of
Gardner-Pace Wedding
•
Is Announced
•
Miss Wilma
Alice
Gardner,
-4t
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Gardner, Hardin, and Dwight BerCOMPLETE
11416
nard Pace, son of Mr. and Mrs.
•
WITH TUBE
Recite Pace, Hardin, were married
Saturday evening. October 5, at the
home of Thomas J. Wagner, minThese and other appropriate Fuller Brush Gifts
ister of the Hopkinsville Church
can be obtained of your Fuller Brush Dealer.
of Christ.
Prices lowest beyond comparison. Phone today
Mrs. Pace is a graduate of Murray. State College and received her
AB degree in the, 1940 class. She
is.a member of Beta Pi Theta honorary fraternity and Is employed
as teacher of commerce and
A Complete Line
Murray, Ky. lish in the Crofton, Ky., Eng301 N. 16th St.
Phone 55
high
nf
Auto Accessories
school. Mr. Pace is employed with

l

Mrs. Bettie Farris, Mrs. Billy
Hutchins, Mrs. Alice Kimbro, Mrs.
Verna Stalls and Mrs. Evelin Hicks.

Coldwater News
We
have
rain
had a nice
which most of the farmers were
glad to see. -Taking down" of tobacco is the order of the day.
Our school is progressing nicely
under the direction of Leon Burkeen and Mrs. Murrell Morris. The
school is giving a play Friday
night, December 8.
Come and
spend a dime and enjoy yourself
as well as help the school.
Miss Jennie Arnett spent her
vacation visiting relatives in Paducah and Coldwater.
Mrs. Martha Haneline has been
sick for some time and is unimproved at this. writings
Mr. and. Mrs. Harry Wilson Clark
and Mr. and Mrs. Bulous Wilson
and children were the guests of
Mrs. Effie Christenberry last Sunday.
W. D. Kelly of Lexington, spent
the holidays at home with his
wife and other relatives.
Burt Razzell and Glen Haneyline are unimproved from recent
Illnesses
Mrs. Mary Kirkland and children and Miss Jennie Arnett spent
Thanksgiving with their grandmother, Mrs. Lon Arnett.
-K. T. Did
El pays to read our Chisdfledis.

PAGE THREE

Kirksey High School . Card of Thanks
News
We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to our many good
friends and neighbors for the good
deeds and kindnesses shown' to
us during the illness and dpath of
our dear. husband and father,
George Windsor. We also want
to thank Dr. Jones for his nevertiring services and especially do
we thank Rev. J. J. Gough and
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Lawrence
for their consoling words of comfort in our time of sorrow and
sadness. We thank the song leader and those who helped in the
song service, and to all, those who
contributed the many beautiful
flowers. We appreciate the kind
and thoughtful services of the
Churchill Funeral Home. We also
thank the ones who prepared the
grave. May the same loving kindness be shown you when sorrow
and sadness comes your way. May
God bless each and every one
who assisted in any Way is our
prayer.-Mrs. GLIM Windsor, Mrs.
Floyd Taylor and family, Mrs. Herman Bruce and family. and Mrs.
Orfield Byrd and family.
•

The Kirksey Eagles proved their
ball-playing ability last week-end
when they met Farmington Friday night for a victory of 34-27
and then on the following night
held Sedalia to a close score of
18-25. Excitement ran high during both games.
The cheering
squad did their part on the side
line
with the peppy
leaders,
Larine James, Sue Johnson, and
Elizabeth Jones leading the cheers.
Grades from 1-8 will present a
free program November_ 29 at 7
o'clock. The public is invited to
attend and enjoy the night with
US.
Saturday night, November 30,
the Mothers Club will present two
1-act plays. "The Podunk Speciall"
will be given by the mothers and
"The Great Pumpkin Case" will
be presented by the fathers. If
you miss this you will miss the
fun of the year.
Mr. and Mrs. Walston visited
her mother, of near Lexington,
during the holidays. They reported
a pleasant trip.
The juniors have received their POTTERTOWN SCHOOL NEWS
parts in "Here Comes Charlie,"
which will be presented at an
There will be a program at Potearly date.
tertown School
Saturday night,
November 30, as follows:
A group of Bullitt county farm"Call Hector," a comedy in one
ers and County Agent J. R. Mc- act; "Henry's Mail-Order Wife,"
Cord spent a day at the Bourbon a one act comedy; "Darky BoardStock Yards in Louisville.
ing House Minstrels"; and several

P-TA TO SPONSOR FILM
The Murray High School ParentTeachers Association will show _a
Motion picture of how Fuller
brushes are made at the Murray
High auditorium Tuesday, December 3, at 8:20 and 9 o'clock in the
morning. W. B. Moser is in charge
of the film and everyone is invited.
There will be no admission charge.
Phillip Ervin, recently promoted
to district manager, will give
frisr samples to all adults.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
--First Presbyterian Church, 16th
and Main. Sunday School at 10:00
a. m. Sunday-school classes for all
ages. Morning worship, 11:00 a. m.
readings- There will lae a small
admission fee.
Those students making the honor
roll for the fifth month are as
follows:
First grade: J. T. Todd.
Second grade: Aaron Colson.
Third grade: Ronald Garland.
Fourth grade: Marjorie Nance.
Fifth grade: Hilda Todd, Calvin
Todd, Polly Fitts, and Bobby Gene
utchens.
Sixth grade: Annie Rushing and
Clifton Campbell.
Seventh grade: Rubye Smotherman, Cleatus Nanney, Rudell Colson, and Hobert Brandon.
Eighth grade: Dorothy Hale,
Shirley Nance, and Bradley Hale-

BROOKS SHOPPE
Mayfield, Kentucky

Suggests
*

Prescriptions

GOOD NEWS FOR CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS

G

New Low Prices on Fuller Brushes
Order Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now
2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL.

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

S1.34

NOW

99c

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH

F-I-R-E-S-T-O-N-E
BATTERY
$4.49

and from

F-I-R-E-S-T-O-N-E

PHILLIP ERVIN

NATIONALLY
Advertised lines

Grill Guards - Seat Covers
Heaters - Floor Mats
Driving and Spot Lights
Horns - Etc.

"DAD.:.PLEASE
BRING HOME

Namely:
Barbizon -- Seamprufe
Mary Barron :- Vanity Fair

-A -Super Service Station

A CARTON OF
COCA-COLA"

of •

6.00 x 16
TIRE
$6.95

LET US LUBRICATE
YOUR CAR-NOW

-

50c
General Garage Work
New Studebakers
Delivered
In Murray

•

Refreshment at home is a familY-affair.And a sis-bottle
up
carton of Coca-Cola is the easy- %say to provide it.
a carton at your favorite dealer's on your way homrioday.
• COCA-COI.A BOTTLING CO.
Paducah, Kentucky
_

gip

$778.00
See Our Stock of
Used Cars

MILLER-PRYOR
Motor Company
1111111111111111111111.11111111111

1

Tailored and Lace Trimmed Slips
$1.98 to S3.50
Tailored and Lace Trimmed Gowns
$r.98'to $6.00
Tailored and Lace Trimmed Robes
$3.95 to 15.00 Remember. We Feature:
Tailored and Lace Trimmed-Pajamas
$3.95 to $6.00- Straight sizes. 20 to 50.
Tailored and Lace Trimmed Petty Skirts
$1.00 to $1.98 Half sizes, 29, ', to
Bed Jackets Silk, Satin, Quilted Satin and Wool $1.98 io $3.95 Junior sites. 11 to 17,
dr the less
Long-Sleeved Gowns Silk, Satin and Prints . . . $2.98 to $3.98
meeting whit..
Murray at t
Gown Ensemble-Satin And Chiffon
$2.98 to 10.00
n Church Monday
cloak.
Line Complete--Shop Now for Best Selections!
y Scout is urged 'and

rif. to he present at the
meeting

4.

s
-

•

COPY FADED
•

•

"Cr-

•

•
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have done in the past 30 years.
these
preparations. for meeting
hurricane, earthquake, fire or any
other kind of disaster, are comforting. They mean that, regardless of what the rest of the world
doses the Boy Scoots will beepreAesistanee In Time of Need Makes pared.
15''S Greater Consumption in
Scouting Ins aluable to
_
Than in 1939 Reported
Entire Country
by Participants

"EAT MORE LAMB"
DRIVE IS SUCCESS

GOOD TURNS FOR
SCOUTS CONTINVE

MOMENT OF ECSTASY

(Continued from Page 1. Sec. 2)
county cotton growers to consider
the quota provisions and the -present cotton situation carefuily and
to vote their own convictions. He
emphasized that, regardless of how
they vote, all eligible growers
should cast their ballots to make
the vote as representative as possible.

state

- Lynn Grove High
School News

The "Eat More Kentucky Spring
For more than 30 years the Boy
outs of America has been Best
Lamb" campaign for 1940 showed
.Tiisosei for their G-od Turns. In
The students were proud of their ...an increase in sales of 9,467 pounds,
our' day-to-day" life we sometimes
smile golhd-naturedly at these daily Thanksgiving holidays, but were or 15s: above _the similar period
'efforts to be of assistance to others; glad to return to school Monday. for 1939. according to the final reA large crowd attended the Fidclaming t.rnes of stress our aPPres
port of participants compiled by
station has often been more active. dlers Contest Thlnksgiving night,
A splendid pro- the Kentucky Chain Stores Council,
- The history Of such recent diszies, November 21.
'ters as the New England hurricane gram was presented by the con- which , co-ordinated and handled
of 193g - floods in the Miseessippe testants.
details of the drive at the request
The students and faculty memra/ley, tornadoes in the South.
of a committee of Kentucky Lamb
Red
contributed
to
the
bers
have
forest fires in the West-even
producers. "July Lamb Month"
sich man-made emergencies as Cross campaign, one of the greatwas proclaimed by Governor Keen
,Kings. QueerfS and Pnesi- est causes in the world to help the
Newspapers. magazines.
Johnson.
dseo. n,:ariably a mention of• unfortunate.
The P-TA -is sponsoring es-core- the Kentucky Farm Bureau Fede,
SereTee rendered 'byration. cOnnly legihts. chain storesthese ishelei-clad - youngsters with cert at our siehool Friday evening.
and independent retailers co-opethe cheery smile. Whether the job Nos:ember 29. This program will
rated in the effort.
be as color guards, messengers or feature all the quartets of Callo"July Lamb Month" was initiated
as aides to rescue workers, the-Boy way county. The proceeds of this
in 1939 at the request of a comScouts hat's. won the nation's program will- be used for the
of lamb producers. Last
mittee
school.
esteem.
U chain store companies and
• -Grade Department• Those of us who entered the
several independents reported sales
.The boys of the first and second
period of the World War ignorant
of 37.125 pounds for that month
of. the values of Scouting soon grades are creating much excite- compared to 30.970 pounds for
came to .knew about it. Scouts.' ment due to the fact that they are July, 1938. an increase of 20eS.
an
airplane. This
sold
Libezty Bonds and Thrift constructing
'This year. 19 chain store companies
Stsanps: they collected untold tons airplane is large enough for the and a numbilr of independent reChildren
to
ride
in.
of fruit puselor gastneskisso..thgel.
,tailers reported,total sales of 73,346
located thousands of walnut trees"'The- girls at- -these -grades are pounds against 63.873 for their units
for the infant aircraft industry; making dolls and other small toys in 1939.
they distributed literature for the for a toy shop.
More than 16.000 pieces of adver• Athletics
government. In scores- :of other
promotional material
and
The basketball boys played ;he tising
ways they cpntributed to the nawere mailed to chain and . indetion's war effort. Their record is Hazel Lions last Tuesday evening. pendent stores and other who
one of which they are rightly November 19. The Wildcats were requested it, according to the final
defeated by a score of 45-20.
proud.'
Chain
The Kittens won by a score 61
-report of the Kentucky
The Boy Scouts are preparing 19-18:
Stores Council. Costs of material
for a nationwide long-term Good
The Wildcats will play Almo's were paid by lamb producers.
Turn. ' Paralleling in their own Warriors on Friday evening. DeCompanies reporting participaway the government's huge defense cember 6. on the Lynn Grove tion were great A & P Tea Co..
program, they are launching their floor. Be sure to come
Grftry
,
& Baking Co.,
Kroger
atid cheer
own program 'for strengthening and our team on to victory.
Steiden Stores. Louisville: S. S.
invigorating Democracy.
Troops
Kresge Co.. Charles Stores. F. W.
are being. built up to their „full
Woolworth Co., Miller-Jones Shoe
UTTERRACK SCHOOL NEWS
strength of 32 Scouts vine New
Co.. J. J. Newberry Co., T. P.
emphasis is being given to adTaylor Drug Co.. Louisville: UHonor Roll--Sth Month
vancement through the Scout ranks,
Tote-Em Stores, McKenzie. Tenn.,
FO that every member will be at
First gr'ade: Mason Crouse. Jua- S. H. Kress & Co., Scott-Burr
the peak of his efficiency. Scout- nita McReynolds. and Ruth Ray Corp., Red Front Stores. Hendermasters-men who „edvote past-of Rowland.
son. Ky.. Kiihn's Variety _Stores;
their free time 'to developing .bete
Third grade: Joe Watkins,
G. C. Murphy Co.. Sears:Roebuck
_.tercittzens-eare working ,on pia,*
Fifth Oracle: Billie McReynolds. & Co.. Sterchi Bros., Pie-senian's
for ceolng with .emergency. in
Seventh grade: Gene Thule:mind, Dept Stores, Schulte-United Stores
the tight of what the Boy Scout! and June Williams.
and Middleton Grocery Co., Hodgensville.
Esq. Van B. Carter. Harrodsburg,
headed the porducers' committee,
including lamb growers and farm
leaders from 20 Kentucky counties.

Stella Gossifs

A NATURAL BEAUTY!
really a knockout.

And she doesn't
HE'S
owe her success to following the various

S

methods (1) The way to a man's heart is
through his stomach, or reading books on
(.2) How to- Hold Your Man . . . but she's
found 'having natural, -radiant beauty is like
holding four aces. Be smart! Start drinking
good. wholesome SUNBURST milk daily for
healthier and happier living.
•

Call 191 Today

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY
Telephone 191
Murray
;
. Ky.

THE BESTtTRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY'
HOME.
. are ever observed in the ServiAe, Comfort
and Convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louis‘ille's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
ppointmehts an41
/
4Most
Reasonable Rates
e

•

VII 111,

, TURNER MILAM, Manager
for Reservations

The next day after Thanksgiving,
Mason McKeel, of Detroit. came
sellantly up to "Ole Eagle's" re-pective place of abode, driving
new eChev.". With him were
is father and mother. Mr. and
Mrs. Bill McKieel. of just North of
Murray. - and Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
Seers,. editors of "The South Reporter." Holly Springs. Miss. Mrs.
Curd. formerly Miss Goldie McKeel, has taught public school at
KirkseYS° Lynn Grove. and elsewhere in Calloway County. Finally she was called to Holly Springs
to teach. There she met Mr. Curd
who was county superintendent of
Refined, educated lady
schools.
and gentleman whom I was glad
once
more. Occasionally I
to see
have "written" for The South Reporter.
The tobacco raisers eare glad of
the tobacco season which followed
last Week's wet spell. Now the
Weed is in the
"bulk" ready to
;trip and
you
know what. Yes,
sign the pledge
to cut the acreage for the next
three years.
It
is the only hope
as foreign markets are a thing
of the pest!---in
consequence
of
the awful, terdisleeoew a r
in
Europe.
I had
rather not hear
apy more about
preach at
Garvin
Curd Will
FarrningtoneSunday at 10:45 a. m..
sect Luther Pogue will preach at
Eloydsville Sunday afternoon at
o'clock which will mark "time
:it" for 1940. Probably may be
slled back for 1941. The Church
sf Christ at Union Grove .has call-4 L. H.. Pogue to preach there
n 1941.. ,
I am truly glad that Gertie
Crawford Story (kin) has retained her "lost voice". The last
erne I saw her she could only
elsisper and make gestures.
A
w sears ago John M. Story loft
'is voice for the space of six
months, more or less.
But my
goodness he could out-whisper
anybody on earth. Finally an accident happened=a crash! Now,
like me. he, is a "loud speaker."
If I was to lose my voice, I reckon
.7i that my near "frin" would go
Si crazy (?i as a bat (?)
"Ole Eagle" was not well last
week a 'frazlin' bit. Then Sunday
eight, he hoged down too much
eloper. He 'awoke in the middle
ef the night with gim-jams.
At the age of 16, us boys rode
-meetin" and elswhere maleback. arid a certain "dead beat"
would say: "Go home with me for
dinner." I said. "Can't go today,
you go home with me." Of course
he did and on and on without invitation. That raschal died a few
years ago, and I never shall forlet him. Hit voice in my memory
to this day is as a sounding brass
and tinkling symbol, ever and
anon.
The end of the hideous
nightmare.-"Ole Eagle
Through the Agrieultural Conservation Administration. Cumberland county farmers obtained 16,000
pounds of vetch seed.

--a

S.

COTTON GROWERS

DEXTER SCHOOL NEWS

MAREVili DIETRICH and John Wayne, the lovers of Universal's
dramatic story of intrigue and glamourous adventure in ,the South Seas,
"Seven Sinners." Today and Friday at the Varsity Theatre.
METHODIST CHURCH

NOTES

Sunday, December 1, 1940
At the morning worship hour.
10:50
o'clock, the pastor
will
preach on "A Divine Commission",
from the text: "There was a
man sent from God whose name
was John". Too often we take
it that this commission is meant
for the ministry only whereas it
ought to apply to every individual.
After this short sermon by the
pastor, the members of the quarterly conference will be our ,guests
of honor at the Lord's Table, being served last at the communion
table. Then these members of the
quarterly conference will remain
at the chancel after the benediction and all members of the congregation are asked to come forward and give to them the hand
of assurance of their cooperation.
This should be a service of great
significance in the life of the
church.
'At the evening hour, 7:15 o'clock,
the pastor will preach on "Different Types of Christians." Often
we hear it said: "It takes all kinds
of people to make up a world."
The same is true of the church.
The Sunday-school. with Mr.
Max Hurt directing, will give to
you and to your children Opportunities for Christian culture. You
ought to support it. Our young
people, meeting at 6:15 each Sunday evening in three groups, will
welcome your boys and girls to
their fellowship.
Down in our hearts most of us
Want to do some good and this
sentiment is well expressed in this
little poem:
I Shall Not Live In Vain
If I can stop one heart from
breaking.
I shall not live in -Stain'
If I can ease life the aching,
Or cool one pain,
Or help one fainting robin
Into his nest again.
shall not live in Vain.
-Emily Dickinson

and teach it earnestly and successfully.
Training Union meets every Sunday evening at 6:15 with a very
fine character building Bible program, previously arranged by the
very best Bible students within
the denomination. These programs
are well balanced, giving to those
in all the Union is as its name
indicates a place for the training
of Christian church members for
better living and working, whether in the home church or in mission fields or in other parts of the
world.
Faithful
officers
and
workers direct the meetings of
the Union. There are Unions for
all ages beginning with the Story
Telling Hour.
Mid-week meeting every Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock. This
meeting is largely given over to
testimony.
praise. A thanksgiving,
prayer, singing of gospel hymns
and Bible study.
The members of the church are
urged to be present Sunday afternoon at two o'clock to assist in taking the census.
The church and pastor cordially
invite every one to attend all the
meetings of the church and to enjoy vstih friends all the services
of the church and the fine, helpful
fellowship in the Lord with His
people.
Sam P. Martin. Pastor
STUDENTS INJURED IN WRECK

Sliding from one side of the
road from one embankment to the
other, a car containing three -you-rig
people of Murray and driven by
Tudor 'Jones, Jr.. of Mayfield. was
completely demolished on the Coldwater-Mayfield road, near Mayfield, November 21.
No serious
iojuriee were reported.
- Miss Betty Phillips, Murray State
student from Richmond. Va., received Slight back injuries and
Oliver
Hood. Murray, suffered
from an injured shoulder. Others
in the car were Miss Marion
Sharborough, Murray, Miss Martha Bell- Hood, Murray, Miss Sue
Joneee Mayfield, and Bobby WillThe pastor will be glad to ieet iams, Richmond, Va.
any
visitor or stranger at the
,
close of the service We want air
of these to feel "at home" with
us.
J. Mack Jenkins. Pastor
FIRST

BAPTIST

GROVE WINS

Draft Quizzes
Call for Numbers
The questionnaire Which Draft
Boards are now sending to men
whose names are among the first
on the selective service lists asks
account
-for the social security
numbers of these men. If any
Persons receiving this fdrm have
lost or misplaced their social security account number cards, duplicate cards can be obtained hem
the Paducah field office of the
Social Security Board.
This statement is made by R. A.
Tweedy, manager of that field office. Duplicate account cards may
readily be obtained by filling in a
simple appltegtion which may be
secured from -airy Post office or
through the Paducah field office
which is in the Post Office Building.
"I strongly urge any young man
who has lost his account number,
and who needs it for his selective
service questionnaire, to be sure
he gets a duplicate of his original
social security number, and not a

By Sixth Grade Students
This is the sixth month of our
school year. We will start work
on a Christmas program soon.
We are very glad to get our
school house painted, Mrs. Frank
Ernstberger gave us some shrubbery
last
week. William
Lee
Thorn, Hays Pritchett and Wayne
Lee McDaniel planted it around
the building.
...
The entire school enjoys the library books we receive each
month.
Honor Roll-Fourth Month
First grade: Bobby Kelly, Darelene Puckett, Eugene Culpepper, •
Hallet Walston, Dorothy N. Coursey, Joe Carrot, Jr., Dorothy Mae
Cope, Billy Joe Schroeder.
Second
grade: Rebekah
Lou
Jackson, Billy Joe Coursey, Joe
Henry Thorn.
Third grade: Jo Ann
Mathis,
Alma Joe Ernstberger, Gloria Culpepper, Charles Hardin Skaggs.
Fourth grade: Raymond Copeland. Dorthy Dean Mathis.
Fifth grade: Betty Jean Skaggs,
Mary Nell Pritchett, J. D. Morris.
Sixth grade: Carrie Lou Reeves,
Bonnie Lee Brown.
Seventh grade: Dorthy Culpepper. Prynthia Cleaver.
Eighth grade: Wayne Lee McDaniel, William Lee Thorn, Thommy Ernstberger.
Honor Roll-Fifth Month
First grade: Ralph Marvin McDaniel, Hallett Walston, Dortha
Nell Coursey, Dortha May Cope,
Virginia
Nell Pritchett, Eugene
Culpepper, Darelene Puckett. Bobbie Kelly, Richard Smith Morris,
Billie Joe Schroader.
Second grade: Doris Jean Jackson, Billie Joe Courses,, Sadie Lee
Pritchett, Rebekah Lou Pritchett,
Joe Henry Thorn.
Third grade: Joan Mathis, Alma
Jo Ernstberger, Gloria Culpepper.
Fourth grade: Raymond Copeland, Dortha Dean Mathis, Leeeater Thorn.
Fifth grade: J. D. Morris, Mary
Nell Pritchett, Betty Jean Skaggs,
Marion Jane Copeland.
Sixth grade: Billy Greene Carrie
Lou Reeves, Bonnie Lee Brown,
Billy Pritchett.
Seventh grade: Prynthia Celaver,
Dorothy Culpepper.
Eighth grade: Thomas Ernstberger, William Lee Thorn,
FORMER CALLOWAYANS
RETURN FOR VISIT AND TO
ATTEND FOOTBALL GAME
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil McCuiston,
formerly of this county, returned
here last week-end to visit relatives and to attended the WesternMurray football game.
Mrs. "Hazel" McCuiston, as she
is known in ,this county, is teaching in the Commerce department
of the Douglas, Ala., high school.
Mr. McCuiston is teaching in the
commerce department of the Hardinsburg, Ky.. school. He visited
relatives near Brandon while here.

game in his finale in a Murray High
football uniform, caught a pass
from Buchsnon for the Tigers only
touchdown late in the fourth period. Williams kicked the extra
point.
The field was sloppy. and Murray's entire squad, with the exception of Fair and scrappy little Tom
Cable did not play the brand of
ball they were capable of.
The Murray High band, however,
closed its exhibition season with a
clear-cut better performance than
*
a larger Grove organization.
new number, as the latter practice
often delays posting of wage credits of those who are covered by the
Social Security Act." Mr. Tweedy
said.
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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
itaitidisss is Important I. His
program. of $4as Bey Scouts of
AnsisrIca. This great boys' or.
risolises bow mach
tirm• boys spoad la reading and what an important pert
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BOYS' LIFE
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porsooal Imialfts, sports aril
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hiking amd real AMERICANISM BOYS' LIFE Is an idisal
gift for a•y boy.

Getting chilly, isn't it" Sure, and it's going to get even chillier!
And vihen that time comes, you want to be sure you can bundle
up in your heavy winter clothes and be set for the weather.
That means sending your heavy coats to Superior right now for
a cleaning and pressing that will have them looking nice when
you need them! Better gather them up now before you forget,
and give.'us a ring. We'll pick 'em up right away!

FUR trimmed COATS
perfectly cleaned, pressed and re-shaped
our methods restore original looks

60`

MEN'S OVERCOATS
furs are thoroughly cleaned and glazed ... 75c
cloth parts get regular Superior cleaning

yr.
$3.50 3 yrs.

WANT TO Step Out?

1

When you come to Louisville and feel like doing
things in the grand mannerz-bie yourself to the
beautiful Bluegrass Room at the Brown Hotel)
Here you can dine to your heart's content on this
finest food in the South. Here you can dance all'
evening to the tantalizing tunes of an excellent
orchestra. Here you can see two wonderful floor
shows-one during dinner and one at midnight!
Here, in short, you ciin -have fun in full measure.
And all for far less than you probably think! So drop
in on your next visit fo Louisville-it'll give you a
new lease on life!

$1,50o

food your ord,ts today to
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COATS $10.95 Coats $ 7.95
$16.95 Coats $13.95
$29.95 Coats $22.95
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Final Clearance!

One Lot Hats

Preaching by the pastor morning
and evening.
Subjects: A. M..
"OUR CHURCH'S ANSWER TO
THE LAST WORDS OF OUR
LORD": P. •M., "SOME PRESENT
PREVAILING, POWERFUL PITFALLS-.
Church School with classes for
all ages including classes for college
students, both
men and
women meets at 9:30. The .school
is graded. Every class meets in
separated tooms for the study of
the Bible lesson for the day. The
school es under the direction and
care of faithful officers and teachers who believe implicity the Bible

O

Farmers in Ballard county believe they have the best burley tobacco crop ever grown in that
county.

Values up to $1.98

CHURCH

SE

(Continued from Page 1, Sec. 21

DRESSES
$2.00 Dresses $1.69
$3.00 Dresses $1.98
$3.95 Dresses $2.98
$4.98 Dresses $3.98
$7.95 Dresses $6.50

Murray is birthplace of Radio.

e-

N. T.. N. Y.

AkAAA,

LAUNDRY
AND DRY CLEANERS
Thomas Banks, Mgr.

Murray, Ky.
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